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1 INVESTIGATION IDEA
To find empirical evidence in firms that develop innovation processes accomplish
it through the acquisition, integration and deployment of knowledge. Show that
when the three stage of knowledge management are properly applied,
innovations tend to have a greater business impact.

1

2 INVESTIGATION OBJECTIVES
2.1 Objectives
1. The objective of the investigation is to find empirical evidence which
shows that firms who manage their innovation processes use the three
stages of knowledge: acquisition, integration and deployment.
2. Show that when the three stages of knowledge management are properly
applied, innovations tend to have a greater business impact.
3. To know and find out how they create breakthrough innovations through
the entrepreneurial perspective, technology strategy and organization
learning.
4. To evaluate the performance of firms with innovation processes and to
determinate

if they

have a competitive advantage against

their

competitors.

2.2 Questions of the Investigation
•

Which are the success factors of firms that develop innovation process?

•

How they manage their knowledge?

•

Do the firms know their dynamic capabilities?

•

How do they manage their technology assets?

•

Do firms that apply innovation processes obtain a competitive advantage?

•

What are the relationships between the acquisition of technology and the
innovation performance?

•

What is the impact of knowledge stock and flow on the firm performance?

•

Do the firms of this study have entrepreneurship cultures? Is this a wealth
creation issue?

2.3 Justification
Through the distinctive literature that has been found, the necessity to manage
the knowledge of a firm to develop innovation processes is evident. It is
opportune to proceed with this study because empirical evidence that supports

2

literature and their respective theories is not jet a available. The results of this
investigation will respond to the different assumptions that are involved in
innovation processes, such as management of technology, strategy and
knowledge management. This study will focus on generally perceived as
innovative firms and located in the Northeast of Mexico.

3

3 LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 BRIEF HISTORY
3.1.1

The Invention of Invention

Adam Smith pointed out that division of labor and widening of the market
encourage technological innovation. Landers (1999) show that this is in fact what
exactly happened in Europe in the middle ages. We can imagine these centuries
as a dark period between the Rome empire and the Renaissance. That cliche no
longer holds in technological matters. One example that Landers use is the water
mills. It had been know that Romans who began to do interesting things with it
during the last century of the Empire, in England, that peripheral backward
island. The census of 1806 showed some 5,600 of these mills; the continent had
many more. Millwrights increased pressure on efficiency foreign to build dams
and ponds, and by lining the wheels up to utilize the diminishing energy for a
variety of tasks. At the same time, the invention or improvement of accessory
devices like cranks and toothed gears made it possible to use the power at
distance, change its direction, convert it from rotary to reciprocating motion, and
apply it to an increasing variety of applications. We can see clearly how an
invention brought about more inventions.

3.1.2

The Wealth of Knowledge

Knowledge had been seen as an important issue to gain some advantage over

other countries many years ago; proof of this is the investments that countries
such as England and France made on technology acquisition. In 1718-20 was
the first move to acquire the "secrets" of the new British technologies by Frances,
France launched a systematic pursuit of British technicians: clock makers, textile
workers, metallurgists, glassmakers and shipbuilders. One of the most valuable
secrets of French metalworkers, for example was the gilding, usually on brass or
bronze, bright, shiny, phony, hence immensely profitable. For this reason, many
people dished out money and men in every direction to learn about these French
techniques, and also to seduce French craftsmen and artists, including their tools
4

if possible (Landers 1999). These entrepreneurs saw in those techniques a
wealth creating issue.
More important was the flow of technological talent from Britain to the continent.
Only people with hands-on knowledge could pass it on. Even in later ages of
scientific diffusion and transparency, even with simple products and equipment,
even with blueprints and explicit instructions, some know-how can be learned
only with experience (Landers 1999), that is the essence of tacit knowledge.
The diffusion of technical and scientific knowledge had a great impact; it opened
the way to new branches of knowledge of great economic potential. We can say
that the marriage of science and technique made the modern economic growth. It
was not only the extraordinary cluster of innovation that made this economic
growth; it was the role of formally transmitted knowledge. The future lay open to
all those with character, the hands, and the brains (Landers 1999); it is the
wealth of knowledge.

3.1.3

The Process of Creative Destruction

Schumpeter (1942) told us that the process of creative destruction is the

essential issue for survives in a capitalist system. The process of creative
destruction is the opening of new markets - foreign or domestic, processes that
destroy the old one and creating the new one. New technologies, new sources of
supply, and new type of organization are issues that command decisive cost or
quality advantages over others, and which strikes not at the margins of the profits
and the outputs of the existing firms, but at their foundations and their very lives.

3.1.4

The Obsolescence of Entrepreneurship

Schumpeter (1942) also shows us how entrepreneurship could die if we fall into a

stationary state. Let us glance the possibility that methods of production have
reached a state of perfection that does not admit any further improvement. A

5

more or less stationary state would emerge. There would be nothing left for
entrepreneurs to do. They would find themselves in much the same situation as
generals would in a society perfectly sure of permanent peace. Profits, and along
with profits, the rate of interest would tend to disappear. The management of
industry and trade would become a matter of current administration, and the
personnel would unavoidably acquire the characteristics of a bureaucracy.
Human energy would turn away from business.
Innovation itself would be reduced to routine. Technological progress would
increasingly becoming the business of teams of trained specialists who turned
out what was required and make it work in predictable ways. Progress itself
would be mechanized as well as the management of a stationary economy, and
this mechanization of progress would affect entrepreneurship as much as the
cessation of economic progress would. Economic progress tends to become
depersonalized and automatized. Bureau and committee work tends to replace
individual action.
However, the function of entrepreneurs is to reform or revolutionize the pattern of
production by exploiting an invention or more generally, an untried technological
possibility for producing a new product of an old one in a new way, by opening up
a new source of supply of materials, or a new outlet for product, by reorganizing
a industry and so on.

6

3.2 THE PRACTICE OF INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
3.2.1

Purposeful innovation and knowledge source for innovative
opportunity

According to Drucker (1985), entrepreneurs innovate. Innovation is the specific
instrument of entrepreneurship. It is the act that endows resources with a new
capacity to create wealth. Innovation, indeed, creates a resource. There is no
such thing as a "resource" until man finds a use for something in nature and thus
endows it with economic value.
Innovation, does not have to be technical, does not have to be a "thing"
altogether. Few technical innovations can compete in terms of impact with such
social innovations as the newspaper or insurance. Installment buying literally
transforms economies. Wherever introduced, it changes the economy from
supply- driven to demand-driven. Management, that is, the "useful knowledge"
that enables man for the first time to render productive people of different skills
and knowledge working together in an "organization," is an innovation of last
century.
"Invention" had become "research," a systematic, purposeful activity, which is
planned and organized with high predictability of both, the results aimed at, and
likelihood to be achieved.
Something similar now has to be done with respect to innovation. Entrepreneurs
will have to learn to practice systematic innovation.
Successful entrepreneurs do not wait until "the muse kisses them" and gives
them a "bright idea"; they go to work. Altogether, they do not look for the "biggie,"
the innovation that will "revolutionize the industry," create a "billion-dollar
business," or "make one rich overnight." Those entrepreneurs who start out with
the idea that they will make it big - and in a hurry - can be guaranteed failure.
7

Systematic innovation therefore consists in the purposeful and organized search
for changes, and in the systematic analysis of the opportunities such changes
might offer for economic or social innovation.
Specifically,

systematic

innovation means

monitoring seven sources for

innovative opportunity:
1. The unexpected.
2. The incongruity.
3. Innovation based on process need.
4. Changes in industry structure or market structure.
5. Demographics.
6. Changes in perception, mood and meaning.
7. New knowledge.
Drucker emphasizes knowledge-based innovation is the "super-star" of
entrepreneurship. It gets the publicity. It gets the money. It is what people
normally mean when they talk of innovation. Of course, not all knowledge-based
innovations are important. Some are truly trivial. But amongst the history-making
innovations,

knowledge-based

innovations

rank

high.

Knowledge-based

innovation differs from all other innovations in its basic characteristics: time span,
casualty rate, predictability, and in the challenges it poses to the entrepreneur.
Knowledge-based innovation has the longest lead-time of all innovations. There
is, first, a long time span between the emergence of new knowledge and its
becoming applicable to technology. And then there is another long period before
the new technology turns into products, processes, or services in the
marketplace.
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3.2.1.1

What does knowledge-based innovation require?

Its characteristics give knowledge-based innovation specific requirements, and
these requirements differ from those of any other kind of innovation (Drucker,
1985).
1. In the first place, knowledge-based innovation requires careful analysis of all
the necessary factors, whether knowledge itself, social, economic,

or

perceptual factors. The analysis must identify what factors are not yet
available so that the entrepreneur can decide whether these missing factors
can be produced.
2. The second requirement of knowledge-based innovation is a clear focus on a
strategic position. It cannot be introduced tentatively. The fact that the
introduction of the innovation creates excitement and attracts a host of other
players, means that the innovator has to be right the first time.
3. Finally, the knowledge-based innovator - and especially the one whose
innovation is based on scientific or technological knowledge - needs to learn
and to practice entrepreneurial management.

3.2.2

Principles of innovation

Drucker (1985) show us what are the "do's" and "don'ts" on innovation principles.

The Do's

1. Purposeful,

systematic

innovation

opportunities.

It begins

opportunities.

In different

begins

with thinking

with

of the

the

analysis

sources of

areas, different sources will have

of

the

innovative
different

importance at different times.
2. Innovation is both conceptual and perceptual. The second imperative of
innovation is therefore to go out to look, to ask, to listen. This cannot be
stressed too often. Successful innovators use both the right side and the left
side of their brains. They look at figures, and they look at people. They work
out analytically what the innovation has to be to satisfy an opportunity. And
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then they go out and look at the customers, the users, to see what their
expectations, their values, and their needs are.
3. An innovation, to be effective, has to be simple and it has to be focused. It
should do only one thing, otherwise, it confuses. If it is not simple, it will not
work.
4. Effective innovations start small. They are not grandiose. They try to do one
specific thing.
5. A successful innovation aims at leadership.
The Don'ts
1. Do not try to be clever. Innovations have to be handled by ordinary human
beings, and if they are to attain any size and importance at all, they have to
be handled by morons or near-morons. Incompetence, after all, is the only
thing in abundant and never-falling supply. Anything too clever, whether in
design or execution, is almost bound to fail.
2. Do not diversify, do not splinter, do not try to do too many things at once. Do
not try to innovate for the future, innovate for the present. An innovation may
have a long-range impact; it may not reach its full maturity until twenty years
later.

3.2.3
Entrepreneurial Management
The entrepreneur requires different management from the existing. But like the
existing it requires systematic, organized, purposeful thinking. And while the
ground rules are the same for every entrepreneurial organization, the existing
business, and the new venture present different challenges, have different
problems, and have to guard against different degenerative tendencies. There is
need also for individual entrepreneurs to face up to decisions regarding their own
roles and their own commitments. Entrepreneurship is based on the same
principles, whether the entrepreneur

is an existing large institution or an

individual starting his or her new venture singlehanded. The rules are pretty
much the same, the things that work and those that don't are pretty much the
10

same, and so are the kinds of innovation and where to look for them. In every
case, there is a discipline we might call Entrepreneurial Management (Drucker,
1985).
Yet existing business faces different problems, limitations, and constraints from
the solo entrepreneur, and it needs to learn different things. Existing business,
oversimplifying, knows how to manage, but needs to learn how to be an
entrepreneur and how to innovate. And the new venture needs to learn how to be
an entrepreneur and how to innovate, but above all, it needs to learn how to
manage.
Today's business simply will not survive in this period of rapid change and
innovation unless they acquire entrepreneurial competence.
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3.3 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
3.3.1

The Knowledge Economy

Knowledge has become the preeminent economic resource - more important

than raw material (Stewart, 1997); more important, often, than

money.

Considered as an economic output, information and knowledge are more
important than automobiles, oil, steel, or any of the products of the industrial age.
We will begin to see how knowledge and knowledge assets operate and manifest
themselves, and we'll understand why managing intellectual capital should be
business's first priority.
In the old economy, people bought and sold "congealed resources" - a lot of
material held together by a little bit of knowledge, think of an ingot of aluminum,
for example, made of bauxite and huge amounts of electricity according to a 100year-old smelting process. In the new economy, we buy and sell "congealed
knowledge" - a lot of intellectual content in a physical slipcase, think of piece of
computer software, or a new aircraft, most of whose cost is R&D. It is the
knowledge age, the economy of the intangible.

3.3.2

The Knowledge Company

It is hard-pressed to find a single industry, a single company, a single

organization of any kind that has not become more "information-intensive" dependent on knowledge as a source of what attracts customers and clients and
on information technology as a means of running the place (Stewart, 1997).
The knowledge company and economy are more subtle and much more
interesting than dematerialization alone. In the knowledge company, information
begins to take on a reality of its own, separate from physical goods; it becomes,
paradoxically, as tangible a reality as the material stuff we are used to.
Understanding the materialization of the immaterial takes some explanation, but
it is essential to learning how to compete with knowledge (Stewart, 1997).
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The knowledge company does not care about owning assets. In fact, the fewer
assets the better; so long as it has intellectual capital, the company get the
revenues without the burden and expense of paying managing and for assets. A
knowledge company might not own much in the way of traditional assets at all.
Just as information replaces working capital, so intellectual capital assets replace
physical ones.

3.3.3

Intellectual Capital

According to Stewart (1997) in this new era wealth is the product of knowledge.
Knowledge and information - not just scientific knowledge, but news, advice,
entertainment, communication, service - have become the economy's primary
raw materials and its most important products. Knowledge is what we buy and
sell. The capital assets that are needed to create wealth today are not land, not
physical labor, not machine tools and factories; they are, instead, knowledge
assets.
When the stock market values companies at three, four, or ten times the book
value of their assets, it's telling a simple but profound truth: the hard assets of a
knowledge company contribute far less to the value of its ultimate product (or
service) than the intangible assets - the talents of its people, the efficacy of its
management systems, the character of its relationships to its customers - that
together is its intellectual capital.
Intellectual capital is the sum of everything everybody in a company knows that
gives it a competitive edge (Stewart, 1997). Unlike the assets with which
business people and accountants are familiar - land, factories, equipment, cashintellectual capital is intangible.
Today, when knowledge has become the primary raw material and result of
economic activity, organizational intelligence - smart people working in smart
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ways - has moved from a supporting role to a star- ring one. For the people who
allocate money to corporations (that is, investors) and people who allocate
money within them (that is, managers) and the people who allocate their lives to
them (that is, employees), intellectual capital has become so vital that it is fair to
say that an organization that is not managing knowledge is not paying attention
to business.
In a sentence: intellectual capital is intellectual material - knowledge, information,
intellectual property, experience - that can be put to use to create wealth. It is
collective brainpower. It is hard to identify and harder still to deploy effectively.
But once you find it and exploit it, you win.

3.3.4

The Knowledge Creating Company

In an economy where the only certainty is uncertainty, the one sure source of

lasting competitive advantage is knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). When
markets shift, technologies proliferate, competitors multiply, and products
become obsolete almost overnight, successful companies are those that
consistently create new knowledge,

disseminate it widely throughout the

organization, and quickly embody it in new technologies and products. These
activities define the "knowledge-creating" company, whose sole business is
continuous innovation.
And yet, despite all the talk about "brainpower" and "intellectual capital", few
managers grasp the true nature of the knowledge-creating company - let alone
know how to manage it (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The reason: they
misunderstand what knowledge is and what companies must do to exploit it.
Deeply ingrained in the traditions of western management, from Frederick Taylor
to Herbert Simon, is a view of the organization as a machine for "information
processing." According to this view, the only useful knowledge is formal and
systematic - hard (read: quantifiable) data, codified procedures, universal
principles. And the key metrics for measuring the value of new knowledge are
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similarly hard and quantifiable - increased efficiency, lower costs, and improved
return on investment.
The knowledge-creating company is as much about ideals as it is about ideas.
And that fact fuels innovation. The essence of innovation is to recreate the world
according to a particular vision or ideal. To create new knowledge means quite
literally to recreate the company and everyone in it in a nonstop process of
personal and organizational self-renewal. In the knowledge-creating company,
inventing new knowledge is not a specialized activity - the province of the R&D
department or marketing or strategic planning. It is a way of behaving, indeed a
way of being, in which everyone is a knowledge worker - that is to say, an
entrepreneur.
3.3.4.1

The Spiral of Knowledge

According to Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), new knowledge always begins with
the individual. A brilliant researcher has an insight that leads to a new patent. A
middle manager's intuitive sense of market trends becomes the catalyst for an
important new product concept. A shop-floor worker draws on years of
experience to come up with a new process innovation. In each case, an
individual's personal knowledge is transformed into organizational knowledge
valuable to the company as a whole.
Making personal knowledge available to others is the central activity of the
knowledge-creating company. It takes place continuously and at all levels of the
organization.
Tacit knowledge consists partly of technical skills- the kind of informal, hard-topin-down skills captured in the term "know-how." At the same time, tacit
knowledge has an important cognitive dimension. It consists of mental models,
beliefs, and perspectives so ingrained that we take them for granted, and
therefore cannot easily articulate them.
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Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) make the distinction between tacit and explicit
knowledge suggesting four basic patterns for creating knowledge

in any

organization:
1. From tacit to tacit. Sometimes, one individual shares tacit knowledge directly
with another. Because their knowledge never becomes explicit, it cannot
easily be leveraged by the organization as a whole.
2. From Explicit to Explicit. An individual can also combine discrete pieces of
explicit knowledge into a new whole. For example, when a comptroller of a
company collects information from throughout the organization and puts it
together in a financial report, that report is new knowledge in the sense that it
synthesizes information from many different sources. But this combination
does not really extend the company's existing knowledge base either.
But when tacit and explicit knowledge interact something powerful happens. It
is precisely this exchange between tacit and explicit knowledge that Japanese
companies are especially good at developing.
3. From Tacit to Explicit. A good example might be the comptroller who, instead
of merely compiling a conventional financial plan for his company, develops
an innovative new approach to budgetary control based on his own tacit
knowledge developed over years in the job.
4. From Explicit to Tacit. What is more, as new explicit knowledge is shared
throughout an organization, other employees begin to internalize it - that is,
they use it to broaden, extend, and reframe their own tacit knowledge. The
comptroller's proposal causes a revision of the company's financial control
system. Other employees use the innovation and eventually come to take it
for granted as part of the background of tools and resources necessary to do
their jobs.
In the knowledge-creating company, all four of these patterns exist in dynamic
interaction, a kind of spiral of knowledge. Articulation (converting tacit knowledge
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into explicit knowledge) and internalization (using that explicit knowledge to
extend one's own tacit knowledge base) are the critical steps in this spiral of
knowledge.
3.3.4.2

From Chaos to Concept: Managing the Knowledge-Creating
Company

Understanding knowledge creation as a process of making tacit knowledge
explicit - a matter of metaphors, analogies, and models has direct implications for
how a company designs its organization and defines managerial roles and
responsibilities within it. This is the "how" of the knowledge-creating company,
the structures and practices that translate a company's vision into innovative
technologies and products.
The fundamental principle of organizational design at Japanese companies is
redundancy. To Westerners, the term "redundancy", with its connotations of
unnecessary duplication and waste, may sound unappealing. And yet, building a
redundant organization is the first step in managing the knowledge-creating
company. Redundancy is important because it encourages frequent dialog and
communication. This helps create a "common cognitive ground" among
employees and thus facilities the transfer the tacit knowledge.
When employees do develop meaningful ideas and insights, it can still be difficult
to communicate the importance of that information to others. People do not just
passively receive new knowledge, they actively interpret it to fit their own
situation and perspective. Thus what makes sense in one context can change or
even lose its meaning when communicated to people in a different context. As a
result, there is a continual shift in meaning as new knowledge is diffused in an
organization.
The confusion created by the inevitable discrepancies in meaning that occur in
any organization might seem like a problem. In fact, it can be a rich source of
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new knowledge - if a company knows how to manage it. The key to doing so is
continuously challenging employees to reexamine what they take for granted.
Such reflection is always necessary in the knowledge-creating company, but it is
essential during times of crisis or breakdown, when a company's traditional
categories of knowledge no longer work. At such moments, ambiguity can prove
extremely useful as a source of alternative meanings, a fresh way to think about
things, a new sense of direction. In this respect, new knowledge is born in chaos.
The main job of managers in the knowledge-creating company is to orient this
chaos toward purposeful knowledge creation.

3.3.5
Building a Learning Organization
Before people and companies can improve, first they must learn. How can an
organization improve without first learning something new? Solving a problem,
introducing a product, and reengineering a process all require seeing the world in
a new light and acting accordingly. In the absence of learning, companies - and
individuals - simply repeat old practices (Inkpen, 1996).
A learning organization is an organization skilled at creating, acquiring and
transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge
and insights.
Learning organization are skilled at five main activities: systematic approach to
problem solving, learning from their own experience and past history, from best
practices of others, and transferring knowledge quickly and efficiently throughout
the organization.
1. Systemic problem solving. This first activity rests heavily on the
philosophy and methods of quality improvement. Employees must
become more disciplined in their thinking and more attentive to details.
They must continually ask: How do we know that is true? Recognizing
that close enough is not good enough if real learning is to take place.
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2. Experimentation. This activity involves the systematic searching for and
testing of new knowledge. Using the scientific method is essential, and
there are obvious parallels to systemic problem solving.
3. Learning from past experience. Companies must review their successes
and failures, asses them systematically, and record the lessons in a form
that employees find open and accessible. Those who cannot remember
the past are condemned to repeat it. Unfortunately, too many managers
today are indifferent, even hostile, to the past, and by failing to reflect on
it, they let valuable knowledge escape.
4. Learning from others. Of course, not all learning comes from reflection
and self-analysis. Sometimes the most powerful insights come from
looking outside one's immediate environment to gain a new perspective.
Enlightened managers know that even companies in completely different
businesses can be fertile sources of ideas and catalysts for creative
thinking. At these organizations, enthusiastic borrowing is replacing the
"not

invented

here" syndrome. Is the

process of "Steal

Ideas

Shamelessly"; the broader term for this is benchmarking.
5. Transferring knowledge. For learning to be more than a local affair,
knowledge

must

spread

quickly

and

efficiently

throughout

the

organization. Ideas carry maximum impact when they are shared broadly
rather than held in a few hands. A variety of mechanisms spur this
process, including written, oral, and visual reports, site visits and tours,
personnel rotation programs, education and training programs, as well as
standardization programs.

3.3.6

Creating Knowledge Trough Collaboration

New knowledge provides the basis for organizational renewal and sustainable

competitive advantage. Alliances provide firms with a "window on their partners
broad capabilities." Through this window, alliances create the potential for firms
to acquire knowledge associated with partner skills and capabilities (Inkpen,
1996). The primary obstacle to success is a failure to execute the specific
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organizational processes necessary to access, assimilate and disseminate
alliance knowledge. When the firms internalize knowledge, new knowledge is
created. Unless individual knowledge is shared throughout the organization, the
knowledge will have a limited impact on organizational effectiveness. To create
effective strategic change, managers must generate new knowledge.
3.3.6.1

Facilitating Factors

According to Inkpen (1996), there are six factors that facilities effective
knowledge management: flexible learning objectives; leadership commitment; a
climate of trust; a tolerance for redundancy; creative chaos; and an absence of
performance myopia.
1. Flexible learning objectives. Initial learning objectives may have little impact
on the effectiveness of knowledge creation efforts. As a staring point, a firm
must have a learning objective. However, if the initial learning objective is
based on an incorrect and inflexible assessment of partner competencies,
learning and knowledge creation efforts may be ineffective. Ideally, as a firm
builds a relationship with its partner, the learning objective will become more
focused and ambiguity about the partner will disappear.
2. Leadership commitment. Top management's role in managing knowledge
should be one of architect and catalyst. While multiple advocates are
important, there must be at least one strong champion of knowledge creation
in a leadership position. The leader's role is especially important in initializing
linkages between parent and alliances strategies.
3. Climate of trust. A climate of trust between both the JV partners and between
the JV and parent organizations is critical to the free exchange of information.
If there is no history between partners, initial trust may become precarious.
4. Tolerance for redundancy. Dialogue involves conversations and connections
between people at different organization levels. Inevitability, as issues are
debated and assumptions questioned, dialogue will lead to some redundancy
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in information. Without a tolerance for redundancy, sharing of ideas and
effective dialogue will be difficult.
5. Creative chaos. Chaos is created naturally when an organization faces a
crisis such as a rapid decline in performance. Chaos can also occur when
differences or discrepancies disrupt normal routines. Chaos increases tension
within the organization and focuses attention on forming and solving new
problems. The job of managers in the knowledge creating company is to
orient the chaos toward knowledge creation by providing people with a
conceptual framework that can be used to intercept experience. If chaos is
invoked or manipulated creativity by top management, it can be a powerful
motivator.
6. Performance myopia. When a firm is heavily focused on financial
performance issues, learning will often be a secondary and less tangible
concern. When either learning or performance are less than satisfactory, arise
implications for the assessment of the other objective. Poor performance can
lead to myopia, which then acts as a barrier to knowledge creation;
unexploited learning opportunities can lead to perceptions of unsatisfactory
JV performance.

3.3.7

Creating and Managing a High-Performance KnowledgeSharing Network
Although the focus of the organizational learning literature is on the individual
firm, there is increasing evidence which suggests that a "network" of firms may
be a critical, but less understood, unit of analysis for understanding firm level
learning (Gyer and Nobeoka, 2000). Scholars have recognized that interorganizational learning is critical to competitive success, noting that organizations
learn by collaborating with other firms as well as by observing and importing
their. For example, von Hippel (1988) found that a firm's customers and suppliers
were its primary sources of innovative ideas. He argues that a production
network with superior knowledge transfer mechanisms among users, suppliers,
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and manufacturers will be able to "out-innovate" networks with less effective
knowledge-sharing routines.
The focal interest is knowledge sharing, it is useful to define what is meant by
knowledge. Most scholars divide knowledge

into two types: (1) explicit

knowledge or information, and (2) tacit knowledge or know-how. Information is
defined as easily codifiable knowledge that can be transmitted "without loss of
integrity once the syntactical rules required for deciphering it are known.
Information includes facts, axiomatic propositions, and symbols". By comparison,
know-how involves knowledge that is tacit, "sticky," complex, and difficult to
codify. The properties of know-how suggest; that, compared to information,
know-how is more likely to result in advantages that are sustainable (Gyer and
Nobeoka, 2000).
Gyer and Nobeoka (1997) suggest a number of dilemmas associated with
knowledge sharing (collaboration) in a network setting. The first dilemma is how
to motivate self-interested network members to participate in the network and to
openly share valuable knowledge with other network members. The natural
tendency of individual firms is to protect know-how viewed as proprietary to
prevent undesirable knowledge spillovers. Consequently, many firms (especially
those with proprietary know-how) will be reluctant to participate in interfirm
knowledge-sharing activities. This is the essence of the knowledge-based view.
A key challenge for a knowledge-sharing network is to motivate members to
participate and contribute knowledge to the collective good. The knowledge that
is most likely to be valuable to other firms in the network is often exactly the kind
of knowledge that individual firms want to keep proprietary.
The second major dilemma is the "collective action" or "free rider1 problem." The
free rider problem is often discussed in collective action, theories that examine
the challenges associated with achieving collaboration toward common goals
among
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self-interested

individuals,

groups,

or

organizations.

Successful

collaboration may produce "collective" or "public" goods (e.g., knowledge) that
are accessible to all members of the network. However, the creation of a public
good (e.g., useful knowledge) has the potential for "free riders," members who
enjoy the benefits of the collective good without contributing to its establishment
and/or maintenance. In the case of a knowledge-sharing network, a firm may
willingly participate in network knowledge-sharing activities to acquire the desired
knowledge, and then exit the network or refuse to contribute its knowledge.
The third dilemma has to do with how to maximize the efficiency of knowledge
transfers among a large group of individual members. It is possible for a network
to create conditions that solve the first two dilemmas (members are motivated to
participate and Yules' are in place to prevent free riding), but the network may still
be inefficient at knowledge sharing because it has not created the necessary
pathways among members to facilitate efficient knowledge flows. By efficiency,
we mean the speed and ease with which network members can find and access
valuable knowledge within the network. Some types of knowledge (e.g., explicit)
may be easily codified and transferred in a large group setting (e.g., through
meetings), whereas other types of knowledge (e.g., tacit) require intense
interaction and are likely to be successfully transferred only in a small group
setting at the specific location where the knowledge is used. If the network only
convenes large group meetings to share information it will, most likely, be
inefficient at transferring tacit knowledge among members. Thus, the network will
need to create multilateral ties among members (and a variety of processes for
transferring knowledge) to reduce search costs and increase the speed and ease
with which both explicit and tacit knowledge is transferred among members.
A successful knowledge-sharing network must device methods to (1) motivate
members to participate and openly share valuable knowledge (while preventing
undesirable spillovers to competitors), (2) prevent free riders, and (3) reduce the
costs associated with finding and accessing different types of valuable
knowledge (Gyer and Nobeoka, 2000).
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3.3.8

Learning by Knowledge-Intensive Firms

The term knowledge-intensive imitates economists' labelling of firms as capitalintensive or labour-intensive. These labels describe the relative importance of
capital and labour as production inputs. In a capital-intensive firm, capital has
more importance than labour; in a labour-intensive firm, labour has the greater
importance. By analogy, labelling a firm as knowledge-intensive implies that
knowledge has more importance than other inputs. Although the terms capitalintensive, labour-intensive and knowledge-intensive refer to inputs, capital,
labour and knowledge also may be outputs (Starbuck, 1992). However,
assessing the importance of knowledge is harder than comparing capital and
labour.
Starbuck (1992) derived five conclusions about what a knowledge-intensive firms
(KIF) is:
1. A KIF may not be information-intensive. Knowledge is a stock of expertise,
not a flow of information. Therfore, knowledge relates to information in the
way that assets relate to income.
2. In deciding whether a firm is knowledge-intensive, one ought to weigh its
emphasis on esoteric expertise instead of widely shared knowledge.
Everybody has knowledge, most of it widely shared, but some of it is
idiosyncratic

and personal. To make the KIF a useful category,

exceptional expertise must make an important contribution.
3. Even after excluding widely shared knowledge, one has to decide broadly
to define expertise. One can define expertise broadly, recognize many
people as experts, and see the expertise embedded in many machines
and routines. This strategy makes KIFs less special, but it removes some
blinkers caused by stereotypes about expertise, and it increases the
generality of findings about KIFs. Alternatively, one can acknowledge only
the legitimated expertise of people who have extensive forma education,
and can emphasize high-tech machines and unusual routines.
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4. An expert may not be a professional, and a KIF may not b a professional
firm. Professionals have specialized expertise that they gain through
training or experience, and KIFs may employ people have specialized
expertise. Thus, KIFs may be professional firms. However, many KIFs are
not professional firms. One reason is that not all experts belong to
recognized professions. A profession has a least four properties beside
expertise: an ethical code, cohesion, collegia! enforcement of standards,
and autonomy.
5. KIFs knowledge may not be in individual people. Besides the knowledge
held by individual people, one can find knowledge in (a) capital such as
plant equipment, or financial instruments; (b) firms' routines and cultures;
and (c) professionals cultures. People convert their knowledge to physical
forms when they write books or computers programs, design building or
machines. People also translate knowledge into firms' routines, job
descriptions, plans, strategies and cultures.
The distinction between creating knowledge and applying it is often hard to
make. For new knowledge to have meaning people must fit it into their current
beliefs and perspectives; and familiarity with existing knowledge signals
expertise.

3.3.9 Absorptive Capacity: a New Perspective on Learning and
Innovation

Outside sources of knowledge are often critical to the innovation process,

whatever the organizational level at which the innovating unit is defined. The
ability to exploit external knowledge is thus critical component of innovative
capabilities. This prior knowledge includes basic skills. Prior related knowledge
confers an ability to recognize the value of new information, assimilate it, and
apply it to commercial ends. These abilities collectively constitute what we call a
firm's "absorptive capacity" (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990).
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The prior possession of relevant knowledge and skills is what gives rise to
creativity, permitting all sorts of associations and linkages. To develop an
effective absorptive capacity, whether it be for general knowledge or problemsolving learning skills, it is insufficient merely to expose an individual briefly to the
relevant prior knowledge. Considerable time and effort should be spent on early
problems before moving on to more complex problems.
Two related items are implicit in the notion that the ability to assimilate
information is a function of the richness of the pre-existing knowledge structure:
learning is cumulative, and learning performance is greatest when the object of
learning is related to what is already known. Diversity of knowledge plays also an
important rule. Knowledge diversity facilities the innovate process by enabling the
individual to make novel associations and linkages.
The cumulativeness of absorptive capacity and its effect on expectation
formation suggest an extreme case of path dependence in which once a firm
ceases investing in its absorptive capacity in a quickly moving field, it may never
assimilate and exploit new information in that arena.
The investments in R&D suggest that a firm is in fact sensitive to the
characteristics of the learning environment in which it operates. Thus absorptive
capacity appears to be part of a firm's decisions on allocating resources for
innovative activity.
Firms may invest in basic research even when the preponderance of findings
spill out into the public domain. Specifically, firms may conduct basic research
less for particular results than to be able to provide themselves with the general
background knowledge and technological knowledge trough their own innovation
or to be able to respond quickly - become a fast second - when competitors
come up with a major advance.
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3.3.10

Technological Complexity and the New Architecture of
Competition

For technologically complex products, the boundaries of the firm are changing to
reflect efficient knowledge accumulation. As a consequence, competition today is
evolving into three separate domains according with Norman and Bettis (1997):
1. Competition among webs of firms for product-market leadership.
2. Competition among firms with comparable or substitute technologies for
access to well-positioned webs.
3. Competition among the member firms within each web over the capture of
web rents.
The three points showed above are the structure of The New Architecture of
Competition.
Norman and Bettis (1997) define a Web as a group of technologically specialized
firms that develop or produce products that require the integration of these
specialized technologies and whose relationships are overtly coordinated. The
degree of complexity is defined as the number of critical and interacting elements
embraced by an entity or activity. A technologically complex products identified
as one composed of multiple disparate technologies that must be integrated into
a final product. It is found from this lesson that technology inherently is based on
knowledge.
Complex products usually overlap several disparate technologies in varying
degrees. Disparate technologies are those that draw from different knowledge
bases. Systems integration refers to the efficient combination of the constituent
technologies or subsystems to form the final product. The boundaries of a firm
are likely to be increasingly determined by the imperative of efficient knowledge
accumulation. Three points are key to the argument:
1. Technologies are the efficient focus for knowledge accumulation.
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2. As the breadth of knowledge accumulation increases, the value of the
accumulated knowledge increases.
3. As the breadth of knowledge accumulation increases, the costs of intrafirm coordination increase.
Knowledge accumulation around technologies: Knowledge that is more related to
what is already know is more likely to be combined or assimilated than distantly
related knowledge. Learning these related bodies of knowledge, then, involves a
cumulative and path-dependent process. Within a technology, new learning
depends on previous learning and cumulates along a path from simple to
complex. It is necessary to understand the difference between knowledge
accumulation based on products versus knowledge accumulation based on
technologies.
Value and costs associated with knowledge accumulation: The basic proposition
is that a firm should continue to widen the internal technological focus (breadth
knowledge

accumulation)

until

the value

of

the

additional

knowledge

accumulated exactly equals the coordination costs incurred within the firm. The
knowledge accumulation is more efficient based on technologies rather than
products.
Web as competitively efficient entities: A firm operating beyond its efficient
boundaries experiences both inefficiencies and high costs. This is the primary
reason why individual firms seek to form join webs. The advantage offered by a
web is that each firm can maintain its technological expertise at the state-of-theart and determine which portions of its technological expertise and skills will be
brought to bear on developing a particular product or family of products. Firms
with overlapping boundary knowledge can coordinate their efforts to develop
complex products efficiently while still benefiting from each partner's extensive
knowledge and expertise in particular technological areas. The boundary of
knowledge of a firm may be limited to knowing various applications of its
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technology. Moreover, knowledge accumulation based around a particular
technology rather than a particular product suggests that most firms do not have
the breadth of knowledge required to produce complex products.
Webs offer the ability to develop long-term commitments in situations with high
assets specificity, and provide greater ability of the parties to monitor
performance than is available within the market mechanisms. Assets specificity
may be present, but it is not the reason for choosing to join a web. It is a firm's
technical knowledge, not its asset investment, that is important to its membership
and position in a web, and also to the other firms in the web. The primary
impetus to form a web is the ability to closely coordinate the use of disparate
technologies from various firms, which can more efficiently accumulate technical
knowledge than a single firm, to develop and produce complex products.

3.3.11

A Model of Knowledge Management and The N-Form
Corporation

Hedlund (1994) argues that two types of calls for a shift of emphasis are
increasingly heard. First, the internal organization and management of firms.
Second, notions of change, dynamism and innovation become more important.
Therfore firm specific capabilities that really make a difference are "dynamic
capabilities".
There is much silence on what more precisely should be meant by knowledge
and its management, or by dynamic capabilities. One reason is, that some
dominant theoretical paradigms are inherently ill-suited to the particular task. For
example, transaction cost approaches are hampered by taking transactions as
given (rather than something to be created), adopting an atomistic view of the
basic unit of not paying much attention to historical heritage and the consequent
inertia and path dependency; and by not considering what happens inside the
firm with great detail. "Hierarchy" denotes all forms of internal organization, and
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distinctions usually refer only to crude structural categories (M-form. U-form,
etc).
The large body of literature on management of technology and R&D, and on
product development more specifically, of course provides many valuable
insights concerning the nature of knowledge and its management.
3.3.11.1 A Model of Knowledge Types and Transfer, and Transformation
Processes
The model builds on two primary distinctions, often made but rarely put together
and not previously analyzed systematically in conjunction: tacit and articulated
knowledge (Hedlund, 1994). Tacit knowledge (TK) is defined as indicating
knowledge

which

is

nonverbalized

or

even

non-verbalizable,

intuitive,

unarticulated. Articulated knowledge (AK) is specified either verbally or in
writing, computer programs, patents, drawings or the like.
Moreover, four different levels of carriers, or agents, of knowledge are identified:
the individual, the small group, the organization, and the interorganizational
domain. AK and TK exist at all levels. Figure 3.3.1 (Hedlund, 1994) provides
examples of the eight types of knowledge so defined. The notion that knowledge
resides not only at the individual level is of course not new. Cyert and March
(1963) and Nelson and Winter (1982) explicitly talk about organizational
routines. Pavitt (1980) stresses the firm's knowledge and capabilities, and as in
Nelson and Winter, the tacit nature of the firm's skills is given prominence.
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Figure 3.3.1 A model of Knowledge categories and transformation
processes: Types of knowledge, (Hedlund, 1994).
The prominence of small groups, often temporary, in innovation and product
development indicates that this is the level at which much of knowledge transfer
and learning take place.
Furthermore Starbuck (1984) would rather see products as one of many forms of
embodiment of knowledge. The three forms correspond to three recognized
primary modes of corporate expansion: through increased sales (embodied in
products), by licensing (selling cognitive blueprints or recipes), or by capacityincreasing investment (transferring a whole set of skills).
Hedlund's model allows explicit distinctions between storage, transfer and
transformation, by articulation, extension, and assimilation
•

Articulation and internalization: the interaction which is termed reflection.
These processes are illustrated through vertical arrows in Figure 3.3.2.
(Hedlund, 1994).

•

Extension and appropriation, together constituting dialogue, represented
by horizontal arrows in Figure 3.3.2. (Hedlund, 1994).

•

Assimilation and dissemination, referring to knowledge imports from and
exports to the environment.
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Articulation refers to tacit knowledge being made explicit, articulated. This can
take place at all four levels in the model. Articulation is essential in facilitating
transfer of information, but also for its expansion and improvement, since it
allows open scrutiny and critical testing. Internationalization is when articulated
knowledge becomes tacit. The interplay in articulated knowledge is termed
reflection.
SIMILATION

INDIVIDUAL

1

ORGANIZATION

INTERORGANIZATIONAL
DMA
DOMAIN

EXTENSION

APPROPATION

DIALOGUE

TACIT
KNOWLEDGE (TK)

DISSBUIEMIMATION .

AK
TK

I
T

Figure 3.3.2 A model of knowledge categories and transformation process:
Types of transfer and transformation, (Hedlund, 1994).

Extension is transfer of knowledge (possibly resulting in its transformation) from
lower to higher agency levels in the model, in articulated or tacit from.
Appropriation is the reverse process, as when the organization teaches new
employees about its products or indoctrinates them into the corporate culture.
Dialogue is the interaction of extension and appropriation.
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Assimilation and dissemination are conceptually straight-forward concepts
covering the input and output, respectively, of knowledge in cognitive, product or
skill form.
3.3.11.2 Incrementalism vs. Large-step Innovation
The Western system specializes in radical innovation and large firms are the
instruments more of exploiting such innovations than of generating them. At
least, the large firm appears to have a comparative disadvantage in the creation
of novelty (in relation to smaller firms), particularly regarding the productivity of
R&D (measured for example in terms of output per dollar spent on R&D).
3.3.11.3 Managing Knowledge - from M-form to N-form?
Effective knowledge management (again, in large firms) requires a view of the
firm that differs significantly from that of theorists of the 'M-form (multidivisional
form). Hedlund suggests the 'N-form.1 Where 'N1 stands for 'new,' and 'novelty,'
and comes after M.
The differences between the two forms are summarized in Exhibit 3.3.1
(Hedlund, 1994).
Putting things together, combining rather than dividing them, six issues can be
considered:
1. Temporary constellations of people and units rather than permanent
structures.
2. The importance of personnel at "lower" levels in interfunctional, interdivisional,
and international

dialogue, rather than handling coordination

through

"managers" and only at the top.
3. Lateral communication and dialogue rather than vertical channels of
communication.
4. Top management as catalyst, architect of communications and infrastructure
(technical and human) and protector of knowledge investment rather than
monitor and resource allocator.
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5. Focusing the corporation on fields with rich potential for combining
knowledge elements rather than diversifying to create semi-independent
parts.
6. Heterarchy as the basic structure rather than hierarchy.
Exhibit 3.3.1 N-form Vs. M-form. (Hedlund, 1994)
N-form

M-form

Combination

Division

Temporary constellations,

Permanent structures,

given pool of people

changing pool of people

Critical organization level

Middle

Top

Communication network

Lateral

Vertical

Top management role

Catalyst, architect, protector

Monitor, allocator

Competitive scope

Focus, economies of depth,

Diversification, economies of

combine parts

scale and scope, semi-

Technological
interdependence
People interdependence

independent parts
Basic organizational form

3.3.12

Heterarchy

Hierarchy

Knowledge and the Speed of the Transfer, and Imitation of
Organizational Capabilities

Firms are social communities which use their relational structure and shared
coding schemes to enhance the transfer and communication of new skills and
capabilities. To replicate new knowledge in the absence of a social community is
difficult. What makes the question of knowledge codification

particularly

interesting is that firms compete not only through the creation, replication, and
transfer of their own knowledge but also through their ability to imitate the
product innovations of competitors. The capacity to speed up the internal transfer
of a production capability to new markets is, consequently of fundamental
significance in a competitive environment (Zander and Kogut, 1995).
Due to the forces of competition and changes in consumers wants, the firm longrun survival and growth depend on its ability to develop new products and new
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methods of organization. Yet, what is frequently underemphasized is that the
expansion of an innovation rests upon the capacity to replicate the capability of
the production and sales of the new service or product. Transfer and imitation of
the organizational capabilities are the twin elements of competition in innovative
and growing markets (Zander and Kogut, 1995).
In general, the knowledge of the firm can be categorized into "information" and
"know-how." According with Zander and Kogut (1994), the competitive dynamics
of an industry are driven by the rates of the transfer and imitation of new products
and organizational capabilities. Particularly important, as discussed below, is the
degree to which firms share common manufacturing capabilities, on the one
hand, and the degree to which they differ in their distinctive abilities to recombine
their knowledge to improve the innovation, on the other. Imitation rates are
influenced by the extent to which important aspects of the capabilities are
possessed by many firms and by the ability of the innovator to improve the
product.
3.3.12.1 The Dimension of Knowledge
Technologies and innovations have, of course, been described and measured
according to several dimensions. In his major work on the diffusion of
innovations, Rogers (1980) proposed five dimensions by which innovations can
be

described:

"relative

advantage"

(or

"profitability"),

"communicability,"

"observability," "complexity," and "compatibility." Winter (1987) suggested a
similar taxonomy, which identified four dimensions of a firm's knowledge:
"tacit/articulable," "observable/ not observable in use," "complex/ simple," and
"dependent/independent of a system."

3.3.13

Prospering in Dynamically-Competitive Environments:
Organizational Capability as Knowledge Integration

According to Grant (1996), unstable market conditions caused by innovation and
increasing intensity and diversity of competition have resulted in organizational
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capabilities rather than served markets becoming the primary basis upon which
firms establish their long-term strategies. If the strategies most important
resource of the firm is knowledge, and if knowledge resides in specialized from
among individual, organizational capability is the integration of individuals'
specialized knowledge.
Increasing turbulence of the external business environment has focused attention
upon resources and organizational capabilities as the principal source of
sustainable competitive advantage and the foundation for strategy formulation. At
the heart of this theory is the idea that the primary role of the firm, and the
essence of organizational capability is the integration of knowledge.
Prahald and Hammel (1990) argue that sustainable competitive advantage is
dependent upon building and exploiting "core competences" - those capabilities
which are fundamental to a firm's competitive advantage and which can be
deployed across multiple product markets.
Sustainability of competitive advantage therefore requires resources which are
idiosyncratic, and not easily transferable or replicate. These criteria point to
knowledge as the most strategically-important resource which firms possess.
Two assumptions

about the success in dynamically-competitive

market

environments: First, under dynamic competition, superior profitability is likely to
be associated with resource and capability-based advantages than with
positioning advantages resulting from market and segment selections. Second,
such resource and capability-based advantage are likely to derive from superior
access to and integration of specialized knowledge.
3.3.13.1 The Model: Organizational Capabilities as Knowledge Integration
Grant (1996) makes two assumptions. The first assumption is that knowledge
accounts for the grater part of value added, second, barriers to the transfer and
replication of knowledge endow it with strategic importance. Production - the
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creation of value trough transforming input into output - requires a wide array of
knowledge, usually through combining the specialized knowledge of a number of
individuals.
If knowledge is a critical input into all production processes, if efficiency requires
that it is created and stored by individuals in specialized form, and if production
requires the application of many types of specialized knowledge, then the
primary role of the firm is the integration of knowledge. An individual's ability to
integrate knowledge is constrained by cognitive limits: it is not feasible for each
individual to try to learn the knowledge possessed by other specialists. Therfore,
integration across markets is difficulty: in the case of explicit knowledge it is
difficult to appropriate the value of knowledge through markets contracts; in the
case of tacit knowledge, transfer is both difficult and necessitates transactionspecific investment.
Integration of specialist knowledge to perform a discrete productive task is the
essence of organizational capability, defined as a firm's ability to perform
repeatedly a productive task which relates either directly or indirectly to a firm's
capacity for creating value through effecting the transformation of inputs into
outputs. Most organizational capabilities

require integrating the specialist

knowledge bases of a number of individuals.
The integration of knowledge into organizational capabilities may be viewed as a
hierarchy. This hierarchy is not one of authority and controls, as in the traditional
concept of an administrative hierarchy, but is a hierarchy of integration. At the
base of the hierarchy is the specialized knowledge held by individual
organizational members. At higher levels of integration are capabilities which
requires wide-ranging cross-functional integration - new product development
involves especially wide-ranging integration. The wider the span of knowledge
being integrated, the more complex are problems of creating and managing
organizational capability are.
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New product development requires the integration of an extremely broad basis of
knowledge, but communication constrains imply that the number of individuals
who can be directly involved in the process is small. Cross-functional product
development teams are not so difficult to set up. The challenge is for the team to
access the breadth and depth of functional knowledge pertinent to the product
and to integrate that knowledge.
Critical source of competitive advantage is knowledge integration rather than
knowledge itself. Specialized knowledge cannot, on its own, provide a basis for
sustainable

advantage, first, because specialized knowledge resides in

individuals, and individuals are transferable between firms; and second, because
the rents generated by specialized knowledge are more likely to be appropriated
by individuals than by the firm.
If knowledge integration is the basis for competitive advantage under dynamic
market conditions, what are the characteristics of knowledge integration
associated with the creation and sustenance of such an advantage?
1. The efficiency of integration.
2. The scope of integration.
3. The flexibility of integration.
There are three basic alternatives for knowledge transfer and integration
according with Grant (1996): internalization within the firm, market contracts, and
relational contacts. Where a perfect correspondence does not exist, or where
uncertainty exists over the linkages between knowledge and products, then two
consequence follow:
1. Ambiguity is created over the optimal boundaries of the firm.
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2. Internal provision of the full range of specialized knowledge for particular
set of products must result in the inefficient exploitation of at least some of
that specialist knowledge.

3.3.14

Product Sequencing: Co-Evolution Of Knowledge,
Capabilities and Products

Why are firms different? How do successful firms get to the point where they
have superior resources and knowledge? And how do firms maintain this
superiority through time? Dynamic capabilities that enable firms to introduce new
products and processes and adapt to changing market conditions play an
important role (Helfat and Reubitscheck, 2000).
Helfat and Reubitscheck (2000), focus on organizational knowledge and its
relation to organizational capabilities, activities, and products.
But exactly how do firms build and deploy capabilities? A conceptual model is
provided that explains how organizations can successfully build and utilize
knowledge and capabilities, over long time spans, in single and multiple product
markets, for continuing competitive advantage. The model further highlights the
importance of products supported by vertical chains of complementary assets
and activities, to the development and exploitation of capabilities and knowledge.
The role of products back into the analysis of resources, capabilities, and
knowledge. An organization's portfolio of products serves as a platform for future
product sequences. These product platforms evolve over time in concert with
knowledge and capabilities, and provide opportunities for competitive advantage
through the strategic linkage of products up, down, and across vertical chains.
The product sequencing model utilizes two well-established concepts. The first is
that of complementary assets and resources surrounding a core technology. The
second, closely related concept, is that of a value chain. Teece (1986) points out
that capturing value from what is termed "core technological know-how"
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frequently requires complementary assets that reside in different stages of a
vertical chain, such as finance, manufacturing, and marketing. The stages of the
value chain are "activities" such as manufacturing and marketing, and we adopt
that terminology here.
The basic unit of analysis in the model is a vertical chain in combination with the
product it supports. To simplify the exposition, the term "product" issued to
denote either a product or a service. Additionally, they abstract from boundary of
the firm issues. The analysis requires only a long-term relationship between
stages of vertical (or horizontal) chains, in order to build and utilize knowledge,
regardless of whether takes place within a single firm or within multiple firms.

System of Knowledge

J

I

Product Sequencing

i

t

Systems of Learning

Figure 3.3.3 Product Sequencing Model, (Helfat and Reubitscheck, 2000)
To begin the analysis, we describe the system of knowledge that underlies a set
of activities and products in a vertical chain. Then we analyze product
sequencing within and across vertical chains, as well as the required systems of
learning.
3.3.14.1.1

System of Knowledge

The model of Helfat and Reubitscheck (2000) is composed of core knowledge
and integrative knowledge. A more detailed explanation of each follows.
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3.3.14.1.2

Core Knowledge

Helfat and Reubitscheck (2000) define core knowledge as knowledge - often
scientific or technological - that is at the heart of, and forms the foundation for, a
product or service. Henderson and Clark (1990) note that an individual product
consists of multiple components, each of which has a separate "component
knowledge" consisting of the basic knowledge underlying it. Such aspects of core
knowledge for a product frequently relate to its technology, and may include
component knowledge underlying critical components of the product, as well as
architectural knowledge that links them together.
Core knowledge in vertical chains has the following characteristic: Core
knowledge can from the foundation for multiple products and stages not only in
different vertical chains, but also within vertical chains.
3.3.14.1.3

Integrative Knowledge

In addition to core knowledge, integrative knowledge is defined as: knowledge
that integrates, or knowledge of how to integrate different activities, capabilities,
and products in one or more vertical chains. Integrative knowledge enables
organizations to coordinate activities within a vertical chain or across vertical
chains, to obtain market feedback from customers about products, and to obtain
feedback regarding technology either from within vertical chains or from external
markets.
3.3.14.1.4

Product Sequencing

Core knowledge reduces joint costs of production via sharing of intangible assets
such as technological know-how. Integrative knowledge also reduces joint costs
of production between stages of a single vertical chain and across vertical chains
via improved coordination and consequent cost reductions. Firms can utilize core
and integrative knowledge to introduce sequences of new products that in turn
may provide new bases for economies of scope and platforms for future
expansion.
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A system of core and integrative knowledge provides the basis for a matrix of
product-market expansion paths, traced out by a series of new product
introductions which we term product sequencing.
Helfat and Reubitscheck (2000) classify product sequencing strategies into the
following types: (1) new generations of an existing product, (2) replacement
products, designed to partially or fully supplant customer usage of a company's
prior product, (3) horizontal expansion (e.g., related diversification), (4) vertical
expansion, and (5) complex sequences that combine two or more of the prior
sequencing strategies.
Although replacement products may utilize previous core knowledge, they also
may require new core knowledge and may require changes in manufacturing
techniques. Additions to knowledge in this system, and product sequencing
based on the system of knowledge, require learning, as explained below.
3.3.14.1.5

Systems of Learning

Accumulation of core and integrative knowledge can be conceptualized as
consisting of two systems of learning that run in parallel, each linked to one
another and to the current system of knowledge and portfolio of products. The
first system involves incremental learning, and the second system involves what
is termed step function learning.
3.3.14.1.6

Incremental Learning

Incremental learning improves upon but does not fundamentally depart from
current knowledge. Incremental learning in core knowledge may underpin new
product generations. Incremental extensions of core knowledge also can involve
new product development in another stage of a vertical chain, or in closely
related horizontal markets.
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Rosenberg (1982) focuses on two forms of incremental learning: learning by
doing and learning by using. The learning curve, where production costs decline
as cumulative volume increases, typifies learning by doing in manufacturing.
Additionally, learning by doing in productive processes can lead to alterations in
the design of the product. In this instance, integrative knowledge that links
manufacturing and product design activities facilitates incremental learning in the
core knowledge of the product.
Incremental learning by doing and using is cumulative and also relies on local
search for new knowledge in the neighborhood of existing knowledge. In general,
cumulative learning combined with local search creates path dependence in the
direction of organizational learning. Incremental learning therefore is path
dependent, as are the product sequences that result. Thus, incremental learning,
the knowledge underlying the product, and the product itself are inextricably
linked to one another, and to the history of product sequencing over time.
3.3.14.1.7

Step Function Learning

In contrast to incremental learning, what Helfat and Reubitscheck (2000) term
"step function learning" involves fundamental changes to core or integrative
knowledge. Step function learning presents difficult challenges for organizations.
Step function learning, at a minimum, requires ongoing feedback about products,
markets, and technologies that points to the need for new and different
knowledge. As with core knowledge, step function learning in integrative
knowledge requires ongoing feedback mechanisms that point to the need for new
knowledge. Benchmarking of competitors, for example, can provide feedback
such that wide gaps in performance may signal the need for a major rethinking of
integrative mechanisms.
3.3.14.2 Product Sequencing and Linked of Learning
For example, incremental learning in core knowledge that leads to new
generations of a product builds upon step function learning in core knowledge
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embodied in the initial product. Additionally, step function learning may build
upon prior incremental learning.
The systems of learning creates an understanding of the potential, as well as the
limitations of core and integrative knowledge, of the nature of the family of
products that can be developed using the underlying system of knowledge; and
also of the markets for these current and potential products. Products are linked
to one another at a point in time in different markets and through time, and
coevolve with their underlying knowledge and capabilities.
3.3.14.3 Product Sequencing and Competitive Advantage
The system of knowledge and the portfolio of products, in combination with the
two systems of learning, provide "real options" for future product sequences.
More specifically, creation of new products and new knowledge depends on
existing products, along with the underlying path-dependent knowledge and
capabilities.
Therefore, due to path dependence, organizations will evolve different systems of
knowledge, systems of learning, and portfolios of products. Furthermore,
successful bets on products provide a richer set of real options and product
platforms upon which to base future product sequences than do unsuccessful
bets.

3.3.15

Organization Learning and Communities-Of-Practice: Toward
a Unified View of Working, Learning and Innovation
Work practice is generally viewed as conservative and resistant to change;
learning is generally viewed as distinct from working and problematic in the face
of change; and innovation is generally viewed as disruptive but a necessary
imposition of change on the other two. To understand that working, learning, and
innovating are interrelated and compatible and thus potentially complementary
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(not conflicting forces), requires a distinct conceptual shift (Brown and Duguid,
1991).
Training is thought of as the transmission of explicit, abstract knowledge from the
head of someone who knows to the head of someone who does not in
surroundings that specifically exclude the complexities of practice and the
communities of practitioners.
Workplace is best understood, then, in terms of the communities being formed or
joined and personal identities being changed. The central issue in learning is
becoming a practitioner not learning about practice. The process of working and
learning together creates a work situation which the workers value, and they
resist having it disrupted

by their employers through event such as a

reorganization of the work.
How is it possible to foster learning-in-working? The answer is inevitably
complex. On the other hand, the ability of people to learn in situ, suggests that as
a fundamental principle for supporting learning, attempts to strip away context
should be examined with caution. They pick up invaluable "know-how" - not just
information but also manner and technique - from being on the periphery of
competent practitioners going about their business. Furthermore, it is important
to consider the periphery not only because it is an important site of learning, but
also because, as the next section proposes, it can be an important site for
innovation.
One of the central benefits of these small, self-consulting communities, as has
been described,
organizations.

is that they evade the ossifying tendencies

of large

Communities-of-practice continue to develop a rich,

fluid,

noncanonical world view to bridge the gap between their organization's static
canonical view and the challenge of changing practice. This process of
development is inherently innovative. "Maverick" communities of this sort offer
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the core of a large organization activity through spontaneously occurring
experiments that are simultaneously informed and checked by experience.
The discovering organization is the archetype of the conventional innovative
organization, which responds - often with great efficiency - to changes it detects
in its environment. By contrast, an enacting organization is proactive and highly
interpretive. Not only does it respond to its environment, but also, in a
fundamental way, creates many of the conditions to which it must respond.
Innovation in this view, is not simply a response to empirical observations of the
environment. The source of innovation lies on the interface between an
organization and its environment, and the process of innovating involves actively
constructing a conceptual framework, imposing it on the environment and
reflecting on their interaction.
The complex of contradictory forces that puts an organization's assumptions and
core beliefs in direct conflict with members' working, learning, and innovating
arises from thorough misunderstanding of what working, learning, and innovating
are. The gap between espoused and actual practice may become too large for
noncanonical practices to bridge.
To foster working, learning, and innovating, an organization must close that gap.
To do so, it needs to reconceive of itself as a community-of-communities,
acknowledging in the process the many noncanonical communities in its midst. It
must see beyond its canonical abstractions of practice to the rich, full-blooded
activities themselves.
The important interplay of separate communities with independent world views
may in part account by von Hippel's (1988) description of the sources if
innovation and other descriptions of the innovative nature of business alliances.
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3.3.16

The impact of stocks and flows of organizational knowledge
on firm performance

The knowledge-based view of the firm is a recent approach to understanding the
relationship between firm capabilities and firm performance. Specifically, this
approach suggests that knowledge generation, accumulation and application
may be the source of superior performance. Other research has conceptualized
organizational knowledge in terms of stocks of accumulated knowledge in the
firm and flows of knowledge into and through the firm (Decarolis and Deeds,
1999).
One of the recent contributions of strategic management to the theory of the firm
has been the resource-based view which proposes that the firm is a bundle of
unique capabilities. Within this perspective, it is the manager's role to cultivate
these capabilities and deploy them in product-market strategies to achieve
competitive advantage. The resource-based view suggests that firm capabilities
which are valuable, rare and inimitable will determine long term competitive
advantage (Decarolis and Deeds, 1999).
This approach to firm behavior differs from previous theories of the firm in that it
escalates the importance of cumulative and unique firm capabilities and
management's role in developing and exploiting these capabilities.

By

highlighting the importance of firm specific capabilities, the resource-based view
has focused significant attention on intangible resources which play a critical
role in competitive advantage. In fact, the focus on intangible resources has led
to an extension of the resource-based view - the knowledge-based view of the
firm. In this perspective, knowledge is the most strategically important of the
firm's resources.
The knowledge-based view provides a new lens through which we may view
and understand the primary rationale for a firm's existence - the creation,
transfer and application of knowledge. The knowledge-based view argues that
the heterogeneous knowledge bases and capabilities among firms are the main
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determinants of performance differences. This approach to understanding what
occurs in the "black box" of the firm suggests that organizations not only use
different knowledge bases and capabilities in developing knowledge but also
have differential access to externally generated knowledge.
The underlying knowledge of firms may be conceptualized by both stocks and
flows of knowledge which contribute to superior firm performance. Stocks of
knowledge are accumulated knowledge assets which are internal to the firm,
flows of knowledge are represented by knowledge streams into the firm or
within various parts of the firm which may be assimilated and developed into
stocks of new knowledge.
Organizational knowledge is a firm specific asset which is not easily imitated and
nontradeable. Nontradeable assets cannot be bought and sold in factor markets.
There are no factor markets for corporate reputations, or dealer loyalty for
example. People are endowed with firm-specific skills and values, which are
accumulated through on the job training and learning. The idiosyncratic nature of
firm-specific assets makes them nontradeable. These assets are not only
nontradeable but they are also accumulated internally through a number of
mechanisms over time.
Asset stocks are accumulated over time by choosing appropriate time paths of
flows over a period of time. Corporate reputations, dealer loyalties, R&D
capabilities, for example, are stocks of assets which have been accumulated
over time. The "bathtub" metaphor illustrates the differences and connections
between asset stocks and flows. At any point in time, the stock of water in a
bathtub is indicated by the level of water in the tub. This stock of water is the
cumulative result of flows of water into the tub (through the tap) and out of the tub
(through a leak ). With respect to R&D capabilities, the amount of water in the tub
may represent the stock of know-how at a particular point in time; current R&D
spending is represented by the water flowing into the tub and the water leaking
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out illustrates knowledge depreciation over time. Flows like water coming into
and leaking out of the tub may be adjusted; stocks cannot.
Audretsch and Feldman (1996) provide evidence that in industries where new
knowledge is important firms cluster together to take advantage of knowledge
spillovers.
Building on these works and others, the generosity of the local environment in
terms of knowledge potential provides an avenue of knowledge flows for a
particular firm that will impact its performance. Environmental munificence is the
extent to which the environment can sustain growth.
Innovation is the result of both internal knowledge development and the
acquisition and application of external knowledge. Process and product
innovations do not occur in the isolated confines of a firm 's research and
development department. External sources of knowledge are equally critical to
innovation. March and Simon (1958) have suggested that "borrowing" is the
catalyst for innovation, not "invention." Innovation then, to a large extent, is
dependent on a firm's ability to absorb information from the external environment.
3.3.16.1 Alliances
In addition to providing access to knowledge for immediate projects, information
from these external linkages may evolve into important sources of new product
idea. Consistent with these arguments, Deeds and Hill (1996) and Shan, Walker
and Kogut (1994) found a positive relationship between the number of a firm's
strategic alliances and the research productivity of the firm.
3.3.16.2 Research and Development
As suggested by Dierickx and Cool (1989), the amount of R&D spending is a
flow variable that may be adjusted instantaneously. To achieve a desired
change in a strategic asset stock such as research capabilities there needs to be
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a consistent pattern of resource flows- R&D spending. Greater commitment to
R&D should result in greater flows of new scientific information into the firm. The
relative amount of expenditures on research and development has traditionally
been used as an indicator of innovative activity in many industries. Several
studies have looked at the relationship between R&D spending, productivity
returns and firm performance.
In a knowledge intensive industry, a significant strategic commitment to R&D is
critical to the firm 's ability to develop new products. Recent studies have used
R&D intensity not only as a measure of internal learning, but also as a
requirement for external learning, as firms need to develop a certain level of
internal knowledge so they can understand and apply external knowledge.
Other studies have tested and found support for the relationship between
commitments to R&D and market value (Decarolis and Deeds, 1999).

3.3.17

Stocks of Organizational Knowledge

3.3.17.1 Products In Development and Market Value
According with Decarolis and Deeds (1999) a common indicator of technological
competence or expertise in the pharmaceutical industry is the number of
products in development or in the "pipeline". Moreover, financial analysts and
potential investors monitor the products being pursued by firms in the
pharmaceutical industry. The strength of a firm's "pipeline" is considered an
important indicator of a company's future cash flows. Products in the pipeline
represent accumulated stocks of organizational knowledge. Therefore, the
number of products under development by a firm should have a direct
relationship to firm performance.
3.3.17.2 Patents
Patents may be considered as representative of stocks of organizational
knowledge. They are physical, codifiable manifestations of innovative ideas,
techniques, and products that embody the knowledge of one or several
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employees. Patents have been associated with innovation and performance at
many levels: country, region, and company. Patents have been used as
indicators of inventive activity in several empirical studies (Decarolis and Deeds,
1999). Further, patents are widely accepted measures by policy makers and
analysts in terms of technology strategy and competitive analysis. Decarolis and
Deeds (1999), suggest that patents are indicators of stocks of organizational
knowledge which impact firm performance.
Moreover, research has suggested the link between patent counts and
organizational innovative activity. Basberg (1982) found that

increased

commitments to research and development do not precede increased patenting
but are simultaneous with it. This suggests that the number of patents is a
better indicator of corporate commitment to pursue innovation than the actual
amount of innovation. Comanor and Scherer (1969) found that simple patent
counts are more highly correlated with inputs to development such as research
personnel than to the rate of new product introduction. These studies suggest
then that simple patent counts are more of an indicator of a firm's commitment
to innovation than quality of innovation. Decarolis and Deeds (1999) suggest
that increased patenting is an indicator of a firm's commitment to innovation. In
biotechnology firms, for example, given the relative young age of the firms and
their cash flow situation, it is suggested that patent counts are an appropriate
proxy for their stock of codifiable knowledge.
3.3.17.3 Firm citations
One way to capture a firm's stock of knowledge is in the development of a
measure of the knowledge held by the key participants in the organization. The
stock of knowledge contained within a firm's scientific team is critical to the firm's
future prospects.
However, attempting to make comparisons of a scientific team's stock of
knowledge across firms leads to the problem of measurement. One method of
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judging research quality is well known in the academic community - citation
analysis. Citation analysis uses the number of times a paper or an author is cited
as an indication of the importance of the work to the field. The more frequently a
paper, or an individual's body of work, is cited, the more important and hence the
higher the quality of the work. Those of who have chased, or are chasing tenure
in academia are quite familiar with the importance citations are given during the
tenure process.
Therefore, the number of citations a firm 's scientists have is a proxy for the
stock of knowledge contained within the firm 's scientific team. Firms with a
higher level of citations have larger stock of basic scientific knowledge.
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3.4 CORE COMPETENCES
3.4.1

How Competition for the Future is Different

According with Hammel and Prahalad (1994) the future is now. The future is not
an extrapolation of the past. New industrial structures will supersede old
industrial structures. Opportunities that at first blush seem evolutionary will prove
to be revolutionary. Today's new niche markets will turn out to be tomorrow's
mass markets.
To compete successfully for the future, senior managers must first understand
just how competition for the future is different from competition for the present.
The differences are profound. They challenge the traditional perspectives on
strategy and competition (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994).
There are ways of judging the potential impact of a market-creating innovation
that may still be many years in the future. Questions to consider might include:
How many people will be affected by this innovation? How valuable will they find
this innovation? What is the potential scope for the application of this
innovation? But to create the future a company must first be able to forget some
of its past.

3.4.2

Learning to Forget

What do Hammel and Prahalad (1994) mean by "corporate genetics"? Every
manager carries around in his or her head a set of biases, assumptions, and
presuppositions about the structure of the relevant "industry," about how one
makes money in that industry, about who the competition is and is not, about
who the customers are and are not, about what customers want or do not want,
about which technologies are viable and which are not, and so on. This genetic
coding also encompasses beliefs, values, and norms about how best to motivate
people; the right balance of internal cooperation and competition; the relative
ranking of shareholder, customer, and employee interests; and what behaviors to
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encourage and discourage. These beliefs are, at least in part, the product of a
particular industry environment. When that environment changes rapidly and
radically, those beliefs may become a threat to survival.
Although each individual in a company may see the world somewhat differently,
managerial frames within an organization are typically more alike than different.
The tighter the criteria on what kind of people get hired, the more similar their
educational background, the more comprehensive the employee induction
process, the more widespread and inescapable corporate training programs, the
more formal the mentoring of juniors by seniors, the longer the tenure of
executives with the firm and within the industry, the fewer outsiders hired near
the top, and the more successful the company has been in the past, the more
uniform the managerial frames across the company will be. Almost by definition,
in any large organization there is a dominant managerial frame that defines the
corporate canon.
Over time, this dominant managerial frame becomes as pervasive and influential
as, well, genetic coding. Managerial frames become part of the organizational
fabric as they are enacted through the firm's administrative structure and
processes. The definition of business unit boundaries, capital budgeting systems
(the analytical tools used and the relative weight given to evaluative criteria),
reward systems (the particular behaviors that are encouraged, tolerated, and
discouraged), the strategic planning process (the kinds of information requested
and the time horizon considered), the training and socialization process (the skills
taught, the myths celebrated, and the values imparted), the accounting and
information systems (what data are collected, how they are organized, who uses
them, and for what purposes), competitive intelligence gathering (which firms get
tracked and what is benchmarked), and other administrative

systems, all

reinforce certain perspectives and biases and discount or exclude others. They
are the timbers that comprise the managerial frame.
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The deeply encoded lessons of the past that are passed from one generation of
managers to another pose two dangers for any organization. First, individuals
may, over time, forget why they believe what they believe. Second, managers
may come to believe that what they do not know is not worth knowing. A failure
to appreciate the contingent nature of corporate beliefs afflicts many companies.
Yesterday's "good ideas" become today's "policy guidelines" and tomorrow's
"mandates." Industry conventions and " accepted best practices" assume a life of
their own.
Creating the future does not require a company to abandon all of its past.
Indeed, a critical question for every firms is: what of our past can we use as a
"pivot" to get to the future, and what part of our past represents excess
baggage? Selectively forgetting the past is difficult to do for two reasons - one
emotional, one economic. Senior managers typically have a lot of emotional
equity invested in the past (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994).

3.4.3

Core Capabilities

The development of core capabilities is inextricably linked to learning; knowledge
is both raw material and finished goods in today's corporation (Leonard, 1995).
Core capabilities constitute a competitive advantage for a firm; they have been
built up over time and cannot be easily imitated. They are distinct from both
supplemental and enabling capabilities, neither of which is sufficiently superior
to those of competitors to offer a sustainable advantage (Figure 3.4.1. Leonard,
1995). Supplemental capabilities are those that add value to core capabilities ,
but that could be imitated - for example, particular distribution channels or
strong but not unique packaging design skills. Enabling capabilities are
necessary but not sufficient in themselves to competitively distinguish a
company. World-class quality in manufacturing, for instance, is increasingly the
price for entering the game rather than the certain road to superiority.
Technology-based

companies

cannot

compete

without

manufacturing
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capabilities at least on a par with those of their competitors. However, such
capabilities are core only if they embody proprietary knowledge (unavailable
from public sources) and are superior to those of competitors. Thus, even
excellent assembly operations are unlikely to constitute a core technological
capability because the knowledge content (including automated equipment)
required to bring such operations to peak quality performance is available to all
competitors.

Strategic Importance of Technological Capabilities of the Firm
Supplemental
Capability

Low

Figure 3.4.1 Strategic Importance of Technological Capabilities. (Leonard,

1995)
To create and maintain core technological capabilities, managers need at least
two abilities: they must (1) know how to manage the activities that create
knowledge and (2) possess an understanding of exactly what constitutes a core
capability - what are its dimensions.
Core capabilities are created through knowledge-creating activities, but are also
dependent on and enabled by core capabilities.
The clarity of the goal enables managers and operators alike to concentrate
their attention on those activities that add obvious value. Activities - not goals
or financial rewards or even skills (until they are activated) - create a firm's
capabilities. Those activities do not constitute a sterile checklist of "to-dos."
Nor do the activities have any meaning separate from the people who conduct
them since those individuals bring to the activities a set of idiosyncratic
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abilities, histories, and personalities. Each person or team conducts the
activity in a distinct manner. Thus, knowledge building, for an organization
occurs by combining people's distinct individualities with a particular set of
activities. It is this combination that enables innovation, and it is this
combination that managers manage. For as it shall be seen, managing the
activities as a sterile process, without consideration for the innovation potential
the actors bring to it, is dangerous (Leonard, 1995).
Four primary learning activities create and control the knowledge necessary
for its current and future operations (Figure 3.4.2. Leonard, 1995). Three of
these activities are internally focused:
1. Shared, creative problem solving (to produce current products);
2. Implementing and integrating new methodologies and tools (to enhance
internal operations);
3. Formal and informal experimentation (to build capabilities for the
future). The final activity is externally focused:
4. Pulling in expertise from outside. See Figure 3.4.2 (Leonard, 1995).

EXTSWMt

INTERNAL

FUTURE

Figure 3.4.2 Knowledge-Creating and Diffusing Activities (Leonard,
1995).
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If a core capability is one that provides competitive advantage, it would seem
logical that it might resides at any line-of-business level.
The term technological capability is uses to encompass the system of activities,
physical systems, skills and knowledge bases, managerial systems of
education and reward, and values that create a special advantage for a
company. Such systems may be considered supplemental, enabling or core.
Supplemental capabilities, as the name implies, are nice to have - but
unessential. Enabling technological capabilities are those that are important to a
company as a minimum basis for competition in the industry but that, by
themselves, convey no particular competitive advantage. Core technological
capabilities, by contrast, are those that set the company apart from the rest of
the pack and at least potentially provide a competitive edge.
Core capabilities comprise at least four interdependent dimensions, two of which
may be thought of as dynamic knowledge reservoirs, or competencies, and two
of which are knowledge - control or - channeling mechanism (Figure 3.4.3.
Leonard, 1995).
1. Employee knowledge and skill: This dimension is the most obvious one.
2. Physical technical systems: but technological competence accumulates
not only in the heads of people; it also accumulates in the physical
systems that they build over time-databases, machinery, and software
programs, for example.
3. Managerial systems: The accumulation of employee knowledge is guided
and monitored by the company's systems of education, rewards, and
incentives. These managerial systems - particularly incentive structurescreate the channels through which knowledge is accessed and flows;
they also set up barriers to undesired knowledge-creation activities.
4. Values and norms: These determine what kinds of knowledge are sought
and nurtured, what kinds of knowledge-building activities are tolerated
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and encouraged. There are systems of caste and status, rituals of
behavior, and passionate beliefs associated with various kinds of
technological knowledge that are as rigid and complex as those
associated

with

religion.

Therefore,

values

serve

as

knowledge - screening and - control mechanisms.

Figure. 3.4.3 Dimensions of a Core Capability (Leonard, 1995).

3.4.4

Core Rigidities

Core rigidities are built through the same activities that create core capabilities,
albeit in mutated form (Leonard, 1995). The activities themselves - problem
solving, implementation of new processes, experimentation, and importing
knowledge from outside - are essentially neutral and inescapable in new-product
development. The management of those activities determines whether they
foster or inhibit the unimpeded flow of critical knowledge.
A firm's habitual activities concentrate on augmenting current knowledge. That
is, the problems on which people focus are the ones most relevant to current
markets and current operations. The functional and disciplinary groups
responsible for creating and integrating knowledge are specialized to deliver
benefits within the current system, and their influence on product development
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derives from their historical importance in that development process. The future
is implicitly assumed to look much like the present, so that experimentation
addresses doing what is do it now, better - not differently. Information from
outside passes through screens designed to reject knowledge that is irrelevant
to current core capabilities. These activities build strengths and define
weaknesses. The following subsections explore the activities featured in Figure
3.4.4 (Leonard, 1995), starting at the top and moving clockwise.
Core rigidities are most dangerous when a company is poised on the brink of a
technological discontinuity - when the technology on which it is based is shifting
massively to an entirely new paradigm. Such discontinuities can enhance or
destroy existing competencies within an entire industry.
PRESENT

Sterile ImpKmematMn/kubillty
to Innova*

INTERNAL

FUTURE

Figure 3.4.4 Knowledge-Inhibiting Activities (Leonard, 1995).
Like core capabilities, core rigidities comprise a system. Although it must keep in
mind that the four dimensions of core rigidity are interlocking and interacting, it is
useful to consider each separately. The four dimensions differ in the ease with
which they may be changed and therefore in the amount of managerial attention
required (3.4.5. Leonard, 1995).
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High

Relative
Difficulty
of Change

Low

Figure 3.4.5 Susceptibility of Core Rigidity Dimensions to Change. Leonard,

1995

3.4.5

Competing Through Development Capability

Clark and Wheelwright (1993) state that in a competitive environment that is
global, intense, and dynamic, the development of new products and processes
increasingly is a focal point of competition. Firms that get to market faster and
more efficiently with products that are well matched to the needs and
expectations of target customers create significant competitive leverage. Firms
that are slow to market with products that match neither customer expectations
nor the products of their rivals are destined to see their market position erode
and financial performance falter. In a turbulent environment, doing product and
process development well has become a requirement for being a player in the
competitive game; doing development extraordinarily well has become a
competitive advantage.
The importance of product and process development is not limited to industries
or businesses built around new scientific findings, with significant levels of R&D
spending, or where new products have traditionally accounted for a major
fraction of annual sales. The forces driving development are far more general.
Three are particularly critical:
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•

Intense international competition: In business after business, the number of
competitors capable of competing at a world-class level has grown at the
same time that those competitors have become more aggressive. The effect
has been to make competition more intense, demanding, and rigorous;
creating a less forgiving environment.

•

Fragmented,

demanding

markets:

I
Customers

have

grown

more

|

sophisticated and demanding. Previously unheard of levels of performance
and reliability are today the expected standard. Increasing sophistication
means that customers are more sensitive to nuances and differences in a
product, and are attracted to products that provide solutions to their particular
problems and needs. Yet they expect these solutions in easy-to-use forms.
•

Diverse and rapidly changing technologies: The growing breadth and depth
of technological and scientific knowledge has created new options for
meeting the needs of an increasingly diverse and demanding market. The
development of novel technologies and a new under- standing of existing
technologies

increases the variety of possible solutions available to

engineers and marketers in their search for new products. Furthermore, the
new solutions are not only diverse, but also potentially transforming. New
technologies in areas such as materials, electronics, and biology have the
capacity to change fundamentally the character of a business and the nature
of competition.
Rigorous international competition, the explosion of market segments and
niches, and accelerating technological change have created a set of competitive
imperatives for the development of new products, and processes in industries as
diverse as medical instruments, automobiles, textiles, and high-end disk drives.
Exhibit 3.4.1 (Clark and Wheelwright, 1993) identifies three of these imperatives
• speed, efficiency, and quality - and suggests some of their implications. To
succeed, firms must be responsive to changing customer demands and the
moves of their competitors. This means that they must be fast. The ability to
identify opportunities, mount the required development effort, and bring to market
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new products and processes quickly is critical to effective competition. But firms
also must bring new products and processes to market efficiently.
Being fast and efficient is essential but not enough. The products and processes
a firm introduces must also meet demands in the market for value, reliability, and
distinctive performance. Demanding customers and capable competitors mean
that the bet keeps going up - requirements of performance, reliability, ease of
use, and total value increase with each product introduction. When competition is
intense firms must attract and satisfy customers in a very crowded market. More
and more, this means offering a product that is distinctive; that not only satisfies,
but also surprises and delights a customer.

Exhibit 3.4.1 The Development Imperatives (Clark and Wheelwright, 1993).

Required Capability

1.

Fast and Responsive

Driving Force

Implications

Intense competition; changing

Shorter development cycles;

customer expectations;

better targeted products

accelerating technological
change
2.

High Development

Exploding product variety;

Leverage from critical

Productivity

sophisticated, discerning

resources; increased number

customers; technical diversity

of successful development
projects per engineer

3.

Products with

Demanding customers;

Creativity combined with total

Distinction and

crowed markets; intense

product quality; customers

Integrity

competition

integrated with truly crossfunctional development
process
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3.4.6
Building Development Capability
The capability to develop new products and processes rapidly and efficiently is a
powerful source of competitive advantage (Clark and Wheelwright, 1993). A
development capability that matches that environment can create a significant
edge in the marketplace. Such capability, however, is not a static characteristic of
the outstanding organization. Indeed, in order to be a source of sustainable
advantage, development capability must be continually expanded, upgraded, and
improved. Thus, it is not enough to be good at development at a particular point
in time. What is required is to be both good now and getting better all the time.
That means that no matter what the position of the firm - whether the firm is an
industry leader, a close second, or under significant competitive pressure
because of gaps between its capabilities and those of its rivals - the ability to
build development capability at a rapid rate is crucial to long-term competitive
success.
Firms that succeed in building capability do so by finding a starting point - some
aspect of the pattern of development that provides a useful vehicle through which
to introduce change into the organization. In some cases, simply refining and upgrading what is fundamentally a sound approach is the appropriate starting point.
In other cases, more radical change - such as establishing a whole new
approach - is appropriate. A four different approaches to building a development
capability is present.
Four approaches or starting points for building development

capability-

development strategy, development process, skills and tools, and demonstration
project - each bring different opportunities and risks (Clark and Wheelwright,
1993). Moreover, while the approaches ultimately are focused on substantially
improving development capabilities by creating new ways of working, they differ
in their focus and sequence, and thus one may be preferred over another in
different contexts. Exhibit 3.4.2 (Clark and Wheelwright, 1993) outlines various
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circumstances in which a particular approach may be selected, and suggests the
opportunities and risks that accompany each approach.
In the case of creating a development strategy, for example, such an approach
may be most appropriate where the product line is complex and changing and
where the organization has experienced substantial increase in development
requirements in the face of resource constraints. Starting the process of building
new capability and development with a development strategy serves to focus
existing resources and establish priorities. However, in order to succeed, it
almost always requires that the organization reduce the total number of active
projects. Failure to do so creates the risk that initially the organization will have a
plan with no substance and no leverage for real improvement.
Exhibit 3.4.2 Comparison of Alternative Approaches to Creating
Development Capability (Clark and Wheelwright, 1993).
Context where
Approach

Approach may be

Opportunities

Risks

Preferred

1. Creating a

Complex and changing

Focus resources

Development

product line; many

Establish priorities

Strategy

project opportunities

• Failure to reduce
number of projects
hinders change
• Staff planning

Increase in development
requirements in the face

exercise with no

of resource constrains

real substantive
impact

2. Introduction

Large organization,

• Communicate new • Difficult to phase

Substantial Change

complex product line

pattern to entire

to the Company-

Functional organization

organization

• Adds bureaucracy

Wide Development

with history of sequential

• Focal point for

to "cure" existing

Process

development

organizational

into going projects

process
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energy
3. Establishing

Smaller companies or

• Leverage change

• Local optimization

Building Block

projects with history of

across many

- build local skill

Tools and Skills

teamwork

paths

but do not the it to

Fabricated parts where
molds or dies are crucial

• Create
fundamental

larger system
• Technical sandbox

change in way
tasks are done
4. Pursuing a

Well-defined technical or

• Organization sees

• Project

Demonstration

market opportunity

integrated process

idiosyncratic - rest

Project

Demand for significant

in action

of organization

development

Identify challenges

does not learn

improvement for project

and problems

success

quickly

• "Once for all"
mentality

The discussion in Exhibit 3.4.2 suggests that the preferred context for a given
approach is driven by the character of the opportunity the organization faces as
well as its legacy of organizational capability and historical experience. The
approach selected should both fill gaps in the organization and exploit
opportunities with large payoffs.

3.4.7

Capabilities, Cognition and Inertia

Organizational change is difficult. Even when established firms recognize the
need to change in response to shifts in their external environment, they are often
unable to respond effectively (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). Technological change
has proven particularly deadly for well established firms, with numerous
examples of such failures in the face of radical technological change. Existing
explanations for failure to adapt to radically new technology have focused on the
nature of a firm's capabilities.
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When learning needs to be distant, and radically new capabilities need to be
developed, firms often fail into competency traps, as core competencies become
"core rigidities" (Leonard, 1995). Firms are more likely to develop technologies
that can utilize existing complementary assets - assets essential for the
commercialization of the technology. For instance, a firm's existing marketing
capability, particularly its knowledge of customers, makes it more likely to
develop technologies that appeal to existing customers as opposed to a new set
of customers.
When a new technology is "competence destroying" in that it requires mastery if
an entirely new scientific discipline, established firms are more likely to fail. More
subtly, when a new technology destroys the "architectural knowledge" of the firm
- knowledge about interfaces among product components - established firms
also suffer. Finally, when technological change destroys the value of a firm's
existing complementary assets, the firm is more likely to fail.
While most innovation scholars have emphasized the role of capabilities, others
have focused on the role of cognition in explaining organizational inertia
(Trispass and Gavetti, 2000). Cognitive representations are typically based on
historical experience as opposed to current knowledge of the environment. Given
the influence of the historical environment on the development of beliefs, in
rapidly changing environments top managers often have difficulty adapting their
mental models, resulting in poor organizational performance.
Understanding processes of organizational change thus requires examining not
only the central inertial forces associated with developing new capabilities, but
also the impact that cognition has on such processes.
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3.4.8

Know-How, Asset Complementary and Dynamic
Accumulation: The Case of R&D

Dynamic capabilities enable firms to create new products and processes and
respond to changing market conditions (Helfat, 1997). When firms seek to alter
their stock of knowledge in response to change in the external environment, do
such efforts depend on the firm's and another assets, and if so, how?
Firm knowledge accumulation via R&D depends on variety of resources,
including complementary assets in the form of knowledge accumulation through
R&D in technologically related business, and in the form of physical assets with
commercialization.
Teece and Pisano (1994) define dynamic capabilities as the subset of the
competences/capabilities which allow the firm to create new products and
processes and respond to changing market circumstances.
One potentially useful resource for the accumulation of knowledge via R&D is
preexisting know-how within the firm derived from technologically related R&D
and operations.
Economies of scope R&D are likely to be greatest when speculative technologies
draw on knowledge related to established technologies, for the following reasons:
because a speculative technology has less of an accumulated knowledge base
on which to draw than does of established technology, a firm conducting R&D in
speculative technology may rely more heavily on knowledge acquired from R&D
and operations in technology related business applications. Reliance on R&D
and other knowledge in related established technologies, rather than in related
but less-well developed technologies, may provide the greatest potential for
scope economies: more speculative technologies, by definition, may have less
knowledge usable in related business application. The production and delivery of
new products and services often require certain complementary assets, typically
downstream from the R&D activity.
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3.4.9

Dynamic Capabilities and Strategic Management

The dynamic capabilities framework analyzes the sources and methods of wealth
creation and capture enterprise firms in environments of rapid technological
change.
The fundamental question in the field of strategic management is how to achieve
and sustain competitive advantage (Teece; Pisano; Shuen, 1997). Three
paradigms describe aspects of an emerging new paradigm that label dynamic
capabilities.
The dominant paradigm in the field during the 1980's was the competitive forces
approach developed by Porter. This approach, rooted in the structure-conductedperformance paradigm of industrial organization, emphasizes the actions a firm
can take to create defensible positions against competitive forces. A second
approach, referred to as a strategic conflict approach is closely related to the first
in its focus on product market imperfections, entry deterrence, and strategic
interaction. Both the competitive forces and the strategic conflict approaches
appear to share the view that rents flow from privileged product market positions.
Another

distinct

class

of

approaches emphasizes building

competitive

advantages through capturing entrepreneurial rents stemming from fundamental
firm-level efficiency advantages.
Rudimentary efforts are made to identify the dimensions of firm-specific
capabilities that can be sources of advantage, and to explain how combinations
of competences and resources can be developed, deployed, and protected. This
is refered as the "dynamic capabilities" approach in order to stress exploiting
existing internal and external firm-specific competences to address changing
environments. Elements of the approach can be found in Schumpeter (1942),
Penrose (1959), Nelson and Winter (1982), Prahalad and Hamel (1990), Teece
(1976, 1908a, 1986b, 1998) and in Hayes, Wheelwright, and Clark (1988):
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Because

this

approach

emphasizes

the

development

of

management

capabilities, and difficult to-imitate combinations of organizational, functional and
technological skills, it integrates and draws upon research in such areas as the
management of R&D, product and process development, technology transfer,
intellectual property, manufacturing, human resources, and

organizational

learning.
As a result, dynamic capabilities can be seen as an emerging and potentially
integrative approach to understanding the newer sources of competitive
advantage.
3.4.9.1

Model of Strategy Emphasizing the Exploitation of Market Power

3.4.9.1.1 Competitive Forces
In the competitive forces model, five industry - level forces - entry barriers,
threat of substitution, bargaining power of buyers, bargaining power of suppliers,
and rivalry among industry incumbents - determine the inherent profit potential of
an industry or subsegment of an industry. The approach can be used to help the
firm find a position in an industry from which it can best defend itself against
competitive forces of influence in its favor (Teece; Pisano; Shuen, 1997).
This "five forces" framework provides a systematic way of thinking about how
competitive forces work at the industry level and how these forces determine the
profitability of different industries and industry segments.
3.4.9.1.2 Strategic Conflict
The publication of Carl Shapiro's 1989 article, confidently titled "The Theory of
Business Strategy" announced the emergence of a new approach to business
strategy, if not strategic management. This approach utilizes the tools of game
theory to analyze the nature of competitive interaction between rival firms. The
main thrust of work in this tradition is to reveal how a firm can influence the
behavior and actions of rival firms and thus the market environment. Examples of
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such moves are investment in capacity (Dixit, 1980), R&D (Gilbert and Newberry, 1982), and advertising (Schmalensee, 1983). To be effective, these
strategic moves require irreversible commitments. The moves in question will
have no effect if they can be costlessly undone. A key idea is that by
manipulating the market environment, a firm may be able to increase its profits.
The analysis of strategic moves using game theory can be thought of as
"dynamic" in the sense that multiperiod analyses can be pursued both intuitively
and formally. However, the term "dynamic" is used in a different sense, referring
to situations where there is a rapid change in technology and market forces, and
"feedback" effects on firms.
3.4.9.2

Model of Strategy Emphasizing Efficiency

3.4.9.2.1 Resource-Based Perspective
According with Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997), the resourced-based approach
sees firms with superior systems and structures being profitable not because
they engage in strategic investments that may deter entry and raise prices above
long-run costs, but because they have markedly lower costs, or offer markedly
higher quality or product performance. This approach focuses on the rents
accruing to the owners of scarce firm-specific resources rather than the
economic profits from product-market positioning. Competitive advantage lies
"upstream" of product markets and rests on the firm's idiosyncratic and difficultto-imitate resources.
The capability of an organization is its demonstrated and potential ability to
accomplish against the opposition of circumstance or competition, whatever it
sets out to do. Every organization has actual and potential strengths and
weaknesses; it is important to try to determine what they are and to distinguish
one from the other.
From the resource-based perspective, firms are heterogeneous with respect to
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their resources/capabilities/endowments. It is evident that the resource-based
perspective focuses on strategies for exploiting existing firm-specific assets.
However, the resource-based view perspective also invites consideration of
managerial strategies for developing new capabilities. Indeed, if control over
scarce resources is the source of economic profits, then it follows that such
issues as skill acquisition, the management of knowledge and know-how, and
learning become fundamental strategic issue. It is in the second dimension,
encompassing skill acquisition, learning, and accumulation of organizational and
intangible or "invisible" assets.
3.4.9.3

The Dynamic Capabilities Approach: Overview

Winners in the global marketplace have been firms that can demonstrate timely
responsiveness and rapid and flexible product innovation, coupled with
management capability to effectively coordinate and redeploy internal and
external competences. Not surprisingly, industry observers have remarked that
companies can accumulate a large stock of valuable technology assets and still
not have many useful capabilities.
Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) refer to this ability to achieve new forms of
competitive advantage as "dynamic capabilities" to emphasize two key aspects
that were not the main focus of attention in previous strategy perspectives. The
term "dynamic" refers to the capacity to renew competences so as to achieve
congruence with the changing business environment; certain innovative
responses are required when time-to-market and tinning are critical, the rate of
technological change is rapid, and the nature of future competition and markets
difficult to determine. The term "capabilities" emphasizes the key of role of
strategic management in appropriately adapting, integrating, and reconfiguring
internal and external organizational skills, resources, and functional competences
to match the requirements of a changing environment.
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One aspect of the strategic problem facing and innovating firm in a world of
Schumpeterian competition is to identify difficult-to-imitate internal and external
competences most likely to support valuable products and services. The dynamic
capabilities approach seeks to provide a coherent framework which can both
integrate existing conceptual and empirical knowledge, and facilitate prescription.

3.4.10

Dynamic Capabilities, What are They?

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) argue that dynamic capabilities are a set of specific

and identifiable processes such as product development, strategic decision
making, and alliancing. Although dynamic capabilities are idiosyncratic in their
details

and path dependent

in their

emergence, they have significant

commonalities across firms (popularly termed "best practice"). Well-known
learning mechanisms guide the evolution of dynamic capabilities. In moderately
dynamic markets, the evolutionary emphasis is on variation. In high-velocity
markets, it is on selection.
Researchers have theorized that when firms have resources that are valuable,
rare, inimitable, and non substitutable, they can achieve sustainable competitive
advantage by implementing fresh value-creating strategies that cannot be easily
duplicated by competing firms. Finally, when these resources and their related
activity systems have complementarities, their potential to create sustained
competitive advantage is enhanced.
Where the competitive landscape is shifting, the dynamic capabilities by which
firm

managers

integrate,

build,

and

reconfigure

internal

and

external

competencies to address rapidly changing environments become the source of
sustained competitive advantage. The manipulation of knowledge resources, in
particular, is especially critical in such markets.
Dynamic capabilities consist of specific strategic and organizational processes
like product development, alliancing, and strategic decision making that create
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value for firms within dynamic markets by manipulating resources into new valuecreating strategies. These capabilities, which often have extensive empirical
research streams associated with them, exhibit commonalities across effective
firms or what can be termed "best practice". Effective patterns of dynamic
capabilities vary with market dynamism. Well-known learning mechanisms guide
the evolution of dynamic capabilities and underlie path dependence.
Since, the functionality of dynamic capabilities can be duplicated across firms,
their value for competitive advantage lies in the resource configurations that they
create, not in the capabilities themselves. Dynamic capabilities are necessary,
but not sufficient, conditions for competitive advantage. Dynamic capabilities can
be used to enhance existing resource configurations in the pursuit of long-term
competitive advantage.
3.4.10.1 Dynamic Capabilities
Resources are at the heart of the resource-based view (RBV). They are those
specific physical (e.g., specialized equipment, geographic location), human (e.g.,
expertise in chemistry), and organizational (e.g., superior sales force) assets that
can be used to implement value-creating strategies. They include the local
abilities or "competencies" that are fundamental to the competitive advantage of
a firm.
Dynamic capabilities are the antecedent organizational and strategic routines by
which managers alter their resource base - acquire and shed resources,
integrate them together, and recombine them - to generate new value-creating
strategies. As such, they are the drivers behind the creation, evolution, and
recombination of other resources into new sources of competitive advantage.
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) define dynamic capabilities as the firm's processes
that use resources - specifically the processes to integrate, reconfigure, gain and
release resources - to match and even create market change.
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Dynamic

capabilities thus are the organizational and strategic routines by which firms
achieve new resource configurations as markets emerge, collide, split, evolve,
and die.

Yet, dynamic capabilities actually consist of identifiable and specific routines that
often have been the subject of extensive empirical research in their own right
outside of RBV. Some dynamic capabilities integrate resources. Similarly,
strategic decision making is a dynamic capability in which managers pool their
various business, functional, and personal expertise to make the choices that
shape the major strategic moves of the firm. Other dynamic capabilities focus on
reconfiguration of resources within firms. Transfer processes including routines
for replication and brokering are used by managers to copy, transfer, and
recombine resources, especially knowledge-based ones, within the firm. Other
dynamic capabilities are related to the gain and release of resources. These
include knowledge creation routines. They also include alliance and acquisition
routines that bring new resources into the firm from external sources. Finally,
although often neglected, exit routines that jettison resource combinations that no
longer provide competitive advantage are also critical dynamic capabilities as
markets undergo change.
Dynamic capabilities

are often characterized as unique and idiosyncratic

processes that emerge from path-dependent histories of individual firms. In other
words, just as there are better and worse ways to hit a golf ball or ski a mogul
field, there are more and less effective ways to execute particular dynamic
capabilities such as alliancing, strategic decision making, and knowledge
brokering. In popular parlance, there is "best practice". Where performance is
measured in terms of the speed and flexibility of development.
Commonalities that are related to more effective routines exist for other dynamic
capabilities as well. The existence of common features among effective dynamic
capabilities does not, however, imply that any particular dynamic capability is
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exactly alike across firms. While external linkages are necessary for effective
knowledge creation, those linkages can take varied forms including informal
personal relationships, relationships driven by promotion criterion, and formal
alliances. Commonalities across firms for effective specific dynamic capabilities
have several implications. First, they imply equifinality. That is, managers of firms
that develop an effective dynamic capability such as patching, knowledge
creation, or alliancing processes very probably begin the development of that
capability from different starting points, and take unique paths.
Second, commonalities in key features of effective dynamic capabilities imply
that these routines are more substitutable and fungible across different contexts
than current theory suggests. In the case of substitutability, as our example of
knowledge creation processes suggests, effective dynamic capabilities can differ
in form and details as long as the important commonalities are present.
Third, commonalities imply that dynamic capabilities per se are not likely to be
sources of sustained competitive advantage.
Dynamic capabilities are typically valuable. They may be rare or at least not
possessed by all competitors equally, as is apparent in much of the empirical
research. Sustainability,

however, breaks down for the latter

conditions.

Equifinality renders inimitability and immobility irrelevant to sustained advantage.
That is, firms can gain the same capabilities from many paths, and independent
of other firms. So, whether they can imitate other firms or move resources is not
particularly relevant because managers of firms can discover them on their own.
Dynamic capabilities are substitutable because they need to have key features in
common to be effective, but they can actually be different in terms of many
details. This suggests that dynamic capabilities per se can be a source of
competitive, but not sustainable, advantage.
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The pattern of effective dynamic capabilities depends upon markets dynamism.
In particular, dynamic capabilities vary in their reliance on existing knowledge.
Brown and Eisenhardt's (1997) study of multiple product development processes
is an illustration. The authors found that firms with highly structured processes
such as extensive gating procedures produced new products quickly, but that
those products often were not well adapted to market conditions. But, firms
without some simple rules were equally ineffective. Developers at these firms
had difficulty delivering products on time to hit market windows, and consistently
reinvented technical solutions. In contrast, firms with the most successful product
development processes relied on limited routines for priority setting, a business
vision that bounded possible products, and adherence to deadlines, but little else
in the way of routines.
In high-velocity markets, absence of detailed, formal routines is not indicative of
extensive use of tacit knowledge or complex social routines that cannot be
codified, although these may be present. Rather, dynamic capabilities strikingly
involve the creation of new, situation-specific knowledge.
Finally, dynamic capabilities in these markets are characterized by parallel
consideration and often partial implementation (e.g., prototyping) of multiple
options. Such options provide fallback positions, which are useful since situations
can change rapidly. The emotional inability to cope with uncertainty is a major
factor that slows down managers in high-velocity markets (Eisenhardt and
Martin, 2000).
The effects of market dynamism on dynamic capabilities have several
implications. One is that sustainability of the capabilities themselves varies with
the dynamism of the market. In moderately dynamic markets, dynamic
capabilities resemble the traditional conception of routines. That is, they are
complicated, predictable, analytic processes that rely extensively on existing
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knowledge, linear execution and slow evolution over time. Codification of the
routines through

the technology

or formal procedures

enhances

that

sustainability. Therefore, the capabilities become robust.
In contrast, in high-velocity markets, dynamic capabilities take on a different
character. They are simple (not complicated), experiential (not analytic), and
iterative (not linear) processes. They rely on the creation of situation-specific
knowledge that is applied in the context of simple boundary and priority-setting
rules. Therefore, dynamic capabilities themselves become difficult to sustain in
high-velocity markets. In moderately dynamic markets, competitive advantage is
destroyed from outside the firm. In high-velocity markets, the threat to
competitive advantage comes not only from outside the firm, but also more
insidiously from inside the firm through the potential collapse of dynamic
capabilities.
The literature characterizes dynamic capabilities as complicated routines that
emerge from path-dependent processes. For example, repeated practice is an
important learning mechanism for the development of dynamic capabilities.
Practice helps people to understand processes more fully and so develop more
effective routines. The efficacy of such experience has been demonstrated in
numerous empirical studies, including the vast literature on learning curves in
manufacturing (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
While repeated practice per se can contribute to the evolution of dynamic
capabilities, the codification of that experience into technology and formal
procedures makes that experience easier to apply and accelerates the building of
routines.
Mistakes also play a role in the evolution of dynamic capabilities. Small losses,
more than either successes or major failures, contribute to effective learning
(Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
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The evolution of dynamic capabilities is also affected by the pacing of
experience. Experience that comes too fast can overwhelm managers, leading to
an inability to transform experience into meaningful learning. In contrast, highvelocity markets, the more crucial aspect of evolution is selection, not variation.
Variation happens readily in such markets. In contrast, selection is difficult
because it is challenging to figure out which experience should be generalized
from the extensive situation-specific knowledge that occurs.
Finally, the order of implementation of dynamic capabilities is consequential. That
is, dynamic capabilities are often combinations of simpler capabilities and related
routines, some of which may be foundational to others and so must be learned
first. Single product development skills needed to come first to provide the
platform for future products, then skills related to probing the future for new
product opportunities,

and finally time-pacing skills to create a product

development rhythm connecting current products to future ones. Similarly, in his
study of Hyundai, Kim (1998) found an appropriate sequencing of the learning of
capabilities

from the simpler

and more predictable capabilities

around

manufacturing process creation to the more improvisational design ones in the
development of design routines. Thus, effective implementation requires knowing
both the ingredients (i.e., key commonalities of capabilities) and the recipe (i.e.,
order of implementation).
Dynamic capabilities are not tautological, vague, and endlessly recursive as
some have suggested. Rather, they consist of many well-known processes such
as alliancing, product development, and strategic decision making that have
been studied extensively in their own right, apart from RBV (Eisenhardt and
Martin, 2000). Their value for competitive advantage lies in their ability to alter
the resource base: create, integrate, recombine, and release resources. In
moderately dynamic markets, routines in the form of dynamic capabilities are
embedded in cumulative, existing knowledge. They involve analysis using
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existing knowledge and rules of thumb, followed by implementation. When this
existing knowledge is codified, the resulting routines are often detailed and
specific with predictable outcomes.
In contrast, in high-velocity markets, dynamic capabilities rely extensively on new
knowledge created for specific situations. Routines are purposefully simple to
allow for emergent adaptation, although not completely unstructured. Since new
knowledge must be rapidly gained in each new situation, experiential activities
such as prototyping, real-time information, multiple options, and experimenting
that generate immediate knowledge quickly replace analysis. Therefore, in highvelocity markets, effective routines are adaptive to changing circumstances. The
price of that adaptability is unstable processes with unpredictable outcomes.
Repeated practice, for example,

accelerates the formation of dynamic

capabilities. Effective dynamic capabilities are necessary, but not sufficient,
conditions for competitive advantage.
Dynamic capabilities include well-known organizational and strategic processes
like alliancing and product development whose strategic value lies in their ability
to manipulate resources into value-creating strategies. More broadly, it is
conclude that long-term competitive advantage lies in resource configurations,
not dynamic capabilities.

3.4.11

Competing to Shape the Future

Hammel and Prahalad (1994) tell us that there are substantial rewards for getting

to the future first - provided, of course, that the risks of pioneering are recognized
and managed. Getting to the future first may allow a company to establish a
virtual monopoly in a particular new product category. Getting to the future first
may allow a company to set standards and capture the royalties that flow from
owning critical intellectual property rights. Getting to the future first may enable a
company to establish the roles by which other companies will have to compete.
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Notwithstanding all this, there is, in many companies, an implicit assumption that
it is better to be a quick follower than a pioneer. This belief rests on two
assumptions, both of which need to be carefully tested before one willingly
surrenders the pioneering role to rivals. The first assumption is that the
pioneering role is inherently risky. The second premise is that the pioneer will,
inevitably, stumble, creating an opportunity for an alert follower to snatch away
the prize of the new market.
There is often a presumption that it is better to be a follower; that it is more
prudent to "let the other guy make the mistakes." The goal of the follower is to let
brash competitors rush in where angels fear to tread. The follower lets the
impetuous pioneer take the risk that the timing is not right, or the product is not
sufficiently well-developed, or customers do not really need or want the new
service. But being first carries a risk of failure disproportionate to the rewards of
leadership only when the pioneering firm permits its financial commitment to
race ahead of its understanding of the precise nature of the emerging
opportunity. The objective is to learn as quickly and as inexpensively as possible
about the precise nature of customer demand, the suitability of the new product
or service concept, and the need for adjustments in market strategy. This can be
done by involving key customers early on in the development phase, by
regularly testing emerging product concepts and prototypes with employees
and/or with customers in small-scale market experiments, by sharing investment
risk with alliance partners, or by using a partner to gain insights into a new and
unfamiliar class of customers or set of technologies.
To get to the future first, a company must find the shortest path between today
and tomorrow. Dreams do not come true overnight, and many years may elapse
between the conception of a radically transformed industry and the emergence
of a real and substantial market. The goal is to minimize both the time and
investment required to turn foresight into genuine market opportunity. Three
stages are identified to compete for the future. Stage 1 is competition for
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intellectual leadership - developing industry foresight and crafting strategic
architecture. Stage 2 is competition to shape and foreshorten the migration
paths between today's markets and industry structure, and tomorrow's. Stage 3
is competition for market power and position once the new opportunities "take
off' and the new industry structure begins to form. Competition in the first stage
is competition to conceive of an alternate industry structure or a new opportunity
arena. The goal is to out-think and out-imagine competitors. Competition in the
second phase is to actively shape the emergence of that future industry
structure to one's own advantage. The goal here is to out-flank and outdistance
competitors. Competition to shape migration paths is, like competition for
intellectual leadership, premarket or extramarket competition in that there is a
little or no direct, product-to-product rivalry between firms.

3.4.12 Embedding the Core Competence Perspective
Corporate strategy must be more than an amalgamation of individual unit
strategies (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994). Because core competences are the
highest level, longest-lasting units for strategy making, they must be the central
subject of corporate strategy. Top management must have a point of view on
which new competences are to build. It must know whether current competencies
are slowly eroding or are being strengthened. It must be able to distinguish
between a business to be divested and the competencies within that business
that should be retained. It must also be acutely aware of the competence-building
efforts of competitors, and must recognize that the company's "competence
competitors" may not be identical to current end-product competitors.
The core competence perspective is not a natural one in most companies.
Typically, the most basic sense of corporate identity is built around marketfocused entities, often called "strategic business units," rather than around core
competencies. Whereas it is entirely appropriate to have a strong end-product
focus in an organization, this needs to be supplemented by an equally explicit
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core competence focus. A company must be viewed not only as a portfolio of
products or services, but a portfolio of competencies as well.
3.4.12.1 The Risks of Ignoring Core Competencies
A multitude of dangers await a company that cannot conceive of itself and its
competitors in core competence terms (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994). First is the
risk that opportunities for growth will be needlessly truncated. Too often, an
opportunity that falls between the cracks of existing market definitions, and has
no natural "home," gets overlooked. Most companies work hard to delineate
precisely unit-by-unit ownership of existing competitive space, but should not
equal attention be given to assigning responsibility for new competitive space?
Second, even if someone in the organization spots a new opportunity, if the
competencies that are needed to respond to that opportunity lie in another
business unit, there may be no way to redeploy the people who "carry" those
competencies into the new opportunity arena. Unit managers are notoriously
protective of "their" people, and in few companies are there any explicit
mechanisms for ensuring that the best talent gets aligned behind the most
attractive new opportunities. The result is imprisoned and underleveraged
competencies.
Third, as a company divisionalizes and fractures into ever-smaller business units
(a popular trend recently), competencies may become fragmented and
weakened. Business unit boundaries may make cross-application difficult and
slow the cumulative learning processes through which competencies are
enhanced. Individual business units are willing to support competence-building
efforts only to the extent that the competence contributes to the competitiveness
of today's end products. Often, an individual business unit can sustain neither the
investment nor the patience to build a new core competence.
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Fourth, the lack of a core competence perspective can also desensitize a
company to its growing dependence on outside suppliers of core products.
Managers whose only focus is on maximizing brand share may find it expedient
to "rent" a competitor's competencies rather than invest to build one's own. This
is, as has been argued, an often dangerous short-cut to competitiveness.
Fifth, a company focused only on end products may fail to invest adequately in
new core competencies that can propel growth in the future. Tomorrow's growth
depends on today's competence building. Investment in new core competencies
provides the seeds for tomorrow's product harvest.
Sixth, a company that fails to understand the core competence basis for
competition in its industry may be surprised by new entrants who rely on
competencies developed in other end markets. Companies are often surprised
when a competitor that has built core competencies to support its participation in
one end-product market uses that skill to enter another.
And seventh, companies insensitive to the issue of core competence may
unwittingly relinquish valuable skills when they divest an underperforming
business. To protect core competencies, a company must be able to distinguish
between a bad business and the potentially valuable competencies buried within
that business.
3.4.12.2 The Core Competence Perspective
For the core competence perspective to take root in an organization, the entire
management team must fully understand and participate in the five key
competence management tasks: (1) identifying existing core competencies; (2)
establishing

a core competence acquisition agenda;

(3) building

core

competencies; (4) deploying core competencies; and (5) protecting and
defending core competence leadership (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994).
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3.4.12.3 Identifying Core Competencies
A firm cannot actively "manage" core competencies if managers do not share a
view of what those core competencies are. Thus, the clarity of a firm's definition
of its core competencies and the degree of consensus that attaches to that
definition are the most rudimentary tests of a company's capacity to manage its
core competencies. Whereas most managers will have some sense of "what we
do well around here," they may be quite unable to draw any kind of specific link
between particular skill sets and the competitiveness of end products and
services. The first task in managing core competencies is therefore to produce
an "inventory" of core competencies (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994).
Companies typically fall into one of several traps when attempting to identify core
competencies. One of the most frequent is delegating the task to the technical
community. There is a clear danger in taking such an approach. Core
competencies are the soul of the company and as such they must be an integral
part of the process of general management. When only the technical community
feels ownership, the usefulness of the concept in building new businesses is
jeopardized considerably. Too often the concept of core competencies is
highjacked by the technical community in a bid for stature and resources.
Other traps include mistaking assets and infrastructure for core competencies
and an inability to escape an orthodox product-centered view of a firm's
capabilities. Additionally, if executives are too rushed to "get the job done," they
may fail to generate a deep and common understanding of what the chosen core
competence "labels" mean. A wide group of people must be capable of
describing the competence

in reasonably similar terms and share an

understanding of just what constituent skills are embodied within the
competence. When, at Motorola, someone talks about the Semiconductor
Products Sector, everyone across the company has a good idea of what
products are encompassed within that divisional designation. What is equally
important is that everyone shares a reasonably precise definition of what is
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included under the company's broad "wireless" competence (Hammel and
Prahalad, 1994).
There is yet another frequent pitfall. Companies often fail to apply the test of
"customer perceived value" to their list of competencies. Understanding the link
between competence and benefit is critical in identifying competencies that are
genuinely core (Hammel and Prahalad, 1994).
It is important not just to identify and agree on what the core competencies are
but to identify the elements that contribute to each core competency. It is
important that these discrete skills are identified and an inventory of people who
possess those skills developed. One company succeeded in developing a
hierarchy that extended from competencies

to skills and technologies to

individual employees - "competence holders." This hierarchy could be accessed
through a computer data base so that if someone in the company needed to
access a particular competence, he or she could locate the right person
(Hammel and Prahalad, 1994). Such visibility to a firm's core competence
resources is vital if they are to be fully exploited and easily redeployed.
Further, companies need to benchmark their core competencies with other firms.
However, traditional competitors may not be the ones to worry most about.
3.4.12.4 Building New Core Competencies
Given that it may take five, ten, or more years to build world leadership in a core
competence area, consistency of effort is key. Consistency depends first of all on
a deep consensus about which competencies to build and support, and second,
on the stability

of the management teams charged with

competence

development. Such consistency is unlikely unless senior managers agree on
what new competencies should be built. Without such a consensus, a company
may well fragment its competence - building efforts, as various business units
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pursue their independent competence- building agenda, or the firm may simply
fail to build new competencies.
Stability to senior management teams and, correspondingly, strategic agendas is
also key. Throwing money at a project, scrapping it when it does not yield shortterm results, starting it up again when competitors appear to be moving ahead,
and deemphasizing the project when a new CEO comes on board is a recipe for
inefficient and ineffective competence development.
3.4.12.5 Deploying Core Competencies
To leverage a core competence across multiple businesses and into new
markets often requires redeploying that competence internally - from one division
or SBU to another. Some companies are better at this than others, and hence get
greater effective use out of their competencies. Sometimes a company's core
competencies are defined in the same way a country defines its money supply:
stock (the number of bills printed, or the number of people who "carry" a
particular skill) multiplied by velocity (how fast the bills change hands, or how
quickly and easily competence carriers can be redeployed into new opportunity
areas). Many companies have a sizable stock of core competencies - many
people with truly world-class skills - but almost zero competence velocity - the
ability to redeploy those individuals behind new market opportunities (Hammel
and Prahalad).
3.4.12.6 Protecting and Defending Core Competencies
Core competence leadership may be lost in many ways, competencies may
wither through lack of funding: become fragmented through divisionalization,
particularly where no single executive feels fully responsible for competence
stewardship, be inadvertently surrendered to alliance partners, or be lost when
an under- performing business is divested.
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According to Hammel and Prahalad (1994), protecting core competencies from
erosion takes continued vigilance on the part of top management. Although most
senior managers can easily dredge

up competitive measures of sales

performance, market share, and profitability, few are able to offer a quick and
convincing judgment on whether their company is staying ahead of competitors
in core competence development. There is no way to protect a firm's core
competencies from erosion if the health of those competencies is not visible to
top management. Divisional managers should be assigned cross-corporate
stewardship roles for particular competencies, and should be held responsible for
the health of those competencies. Regular "competence review" meetings should
focus on levels of investment, plans for strengthening constituent skills and
technologies, internal patterns of deployment, the impact of alliances, and
outsourcing.

3.4.13

The Core Competence Of The Corporation

During the 1980's, top executives were judged on their ability to restructure,

declutter, and delayer their corporations. In the 1990's, they where be judged on
their ability to identify, cultivate, and exploit the core competencies that made
growth possible - indeed, they had to rethink the concept of the corporation itself
(Hammel and Prahalad, 1992).
The diversified corporation is a large tree. The trunk and major limbs are core
products, the smaller branches are business units; the leaves, flowers, and fruit
are end products. The root system that provides nourishment, sustenance, and
stability is the core competence. You can miss the strength of competitors by
looking only at their end products; in the same way you miss the strength of a
tree if you look only at its leaves. See Figure 3.4.6 (Hammel and Prahalad,
1992).
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Figure 3.4.6 Competencies: The Roots of Competitiveness (Hammel and
Prahalad, 1992).
Core competencies are the collective learning in the organization, especially how
to coordinate diverse production skills and integrate multiple streams of
technologies (Hammel and Prahalad, 1992). If core competence is about
harmonizing streams of technology, it is also about the organization of work and
the delivery of value force of core competence is felt as decisively in services as
in manufacturing. Core competence is communication, involvement, and a deep
commitment to working across organizational boundaries. It involves many levels
of people and all functions. Core competence does not diminish with use. Unlike
physical assets, which do deteriorate over time, competencies are enhanced as
they are applied and shared. But competencies still need to be nurtured and
protected; knowledge fades if it is not used. Competencies are the glue that
binds existing businesses. They are also the engine for new business
development. Patterns of diversification and market entry may be guided by
them, not just by the attractiveness of markets.
Management trapped in the strategic business unit (SBU) mind-set almost
inevitably finds its individual businesses dependent on external sources for
critical components, such as motors or compressors. But these are not just
components. They are core products that contribute to the competitiveness of a
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wide range of end products. They are the physical embodiments of core
competencies.
Hammel and Prahalad (1992) emphasize that since companies are in a race to
build the competencies that determine global leadership, successful companies
have stopped imagining themselves as bundles of businesses making products.
Top management often tracks the cost and quality of competitors' products, yet
how many managers untangle the web of alliances their Japanese competitors
have constructed to acquire competencies at low cost? In how many Western
boardrooms is there an explicit, shared understanding of the competencies the
company must build for world leadership? Indeed, how many senior executives
discuss the crucial distinction between competitive strategy at the level of a
business and competitive strategy at the level of an entire company?
In short, Hammel and Prahalad (1992) state that cultivating core competence
does not mean outspending rivals on research and development. Nor does core
competence mean shared costs, as when two or more SBUs use a common
facility - a plant, service facility, or sales force - or share a common component.
Moreover, building core competencies is more ambitious and different than
integrating vertically.
At least three tests can be applied to identify core competencies in a company.
First, a core competence provides potential access to a wide variety of markets.
Second, a core competence should make a significant contribution to the
perceived customer benefits of the end product. Finally, a core competence
should be difficult for competitors to imitate. And it will be difficult if it is a
complex harmonization of individual technologies and production skills. A rival
might acquire some of the technologies that comprise the core competence, but
it will find it more difficult to duplicate the more or less comprehensive pattern of
internal coordination and learning.
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Few companies are likely to build world leadership in more than five or six
fundamental competencies (Hammel and Prahalad, 1992). A company that
compiles a list of 20 to 30 capabilities has probably not produced a list of core
competencies. Still, it is probably a good discipline to generate a list of this sort
and to see aggregate capabilities as building blocks. This tends to prompt the
search for licensing deals and alliances through which the company may
acquire, at low cost, the missing pieces.
Outsourcing can provide a shortcut to a more competitive product, but it
typically contributes little to building the people-embodied skills that are
needed to sustain product leadership. A company may not make this effort if it
does not have clear goals for competence building.
The tangible link between identified core competencies and end products is what
is called the core products - the physical embodiments of one or more core
competencies. Core products are the components or subassemblies that actually
contribute to the value of the end products. It is essential to make this distinction
between core competencies, core products, and end products because global
competition is played out by different rules and for different stakes at each level.
At the level of core competence, the goal is to build world leadership in the
design and development of a particular class of product functionality. To sustain
leadership in their chosen core competence areas, these companies seek to
maximize their world manufacturing share in core products. Control over core
products is critical for other reasons. A dominant position in core products allows
a company to shape the evolution of applications and end markets. In short, welltargeted core products can lead to economies of scale and scope.
Core competencies are the wellspring of new business development. They
should constitute the focus for strategy at the corporate level (Hammel and
Prahalad, 1992). Managers have to win manufacturing leadership in core
products and capture global share through brand-building programs aimed at
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exploiting economies of scope. Only if the company is conceived of as a
hierarchy of core competencies, core products, and market-focused business
units will be fit to fight.
Nor can top management be just another layer of accounting consolidation,
which it often is in a regime of radical decentralization. Top management must
add value by enunciating the strategic

architecture

that guides the

competence acquisition process (Hammel and Prahalad, 1992).

3.4.14

The Core Competence and the Challenge to the SBU Concept

The roots of competitive advantage derive from an ability to build, at lower cost
and more speedily than competitors, the core competencies that spawn
unanticipated products (Hax and Majluf, 1996). The real sources of advantage
are to be found in management's

ability to consolidate

corporate-wide

technologies and production skills into competencies that empower individual
businesses to adapt quickly to changing opportunities. The tangible link between
identified core competencies and end products is what they call the core
products - the physical embodiment of one or more core competencies. Senior
management should spend a significant amount of its time developing a
corporate - wide strategic architecture that establishes objectives for competence
building. Strategic architecture is a road map of the future that identifies which
core competencies to build and their constituent technologies.
The basic messages in these viewpoints are: that the central source for strategic
advantage resides at the corporate level, where core competencies are
developed; that core competencies are not directly applied to end products
(instead, core products are the recipients of the core competencies of the firm,
and they provide platforms from which to respond to the dynamics of the
environment); and finally, that developing the strategic architecture is what
guides competence building.
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The concept of core competence has obvious merits; it calls for an elevation of
the strategic issues of the firm to the corporate level; it forces a reflection for top
managers to understand the foundations of competitive engagement; it focuses
the technological and production skills of the firm to concentrate on a longlasting, farreaching sets of outputs (core products instead of end products); and,
finally, it identifies as a priority agenda for top managers the development of the
strategic architecture and capabilities of the firm.
It is hard to disagree with the overall content of this message, except for several
concerns according with Max and Majluf (1996). First, it is wished that there were
a sharper and clearer definition of the concept of core competency. What really
are the core competencies of the firm? How could the firm acquire them? How
could the firm make them unique? How could the firm make them sustainable?
How could the firm appropriate them preventing imitation or substitution? How
are they transferred to core products? What is the essence of the core product
definition? How are those core competencies and core products passed onto end
products? What are the relevant features of strategic architecture? This host of
questions simply points to one concern: how could the firm, in a useful and
pragmatic way, translate these very broad concepts into meaningful practical
diagnostic and prognostic managerial capabilities.
The second major concern of the core competence message is the dismissal of
the SBU as a focus of analysis; in fact, Prahalad and Hamel (1992) refer to it as
the "tyranny" of the SBU. Core competencies, from their perspective, become an
alternative to the SBU as a central focus for strategic analysis. They invoke the
need for new principles and new terms of competitive engagement. In their
opinion, the need for these principles is most obvious in companies organized
according to the logic of the SBU.
They summarize the two alternative courses for structuring the corporation in the
first three columns of Exhibit 3.4.3, which presents the differences between the
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SBU and the core competence form of management according to some key
dimensions. In the last column of Exhibit 3.4.3 Max and Majluf (1996) offer
commentaries, in which they attempt to build a bridge between these two
paradigms.
Exhibit 3.4.3 Two Concepts of the Corporation: SBU or Core Competence.
Max and Majluf, 1996

SBU
Basis for competition

CORE

HAX and MAJLUF

COMPETENCE

COMMENTARY

Competitiveness of

Interfirm to build

The SBU is the

today's products

competence

depositary of the core
competencies of the
firm.

Corporate structure

Portfolio of business

Portfolio of

Horizontal strategies -

related in product-

competencies, core

developing and

market terms

products, and

sharing core

business

competencies across
distinct but related
SBUs is a corporate
task even more
central than portfolio
management.

Status of the business

Autonomy is

SBU is potential

The SBU should not

unit

sacrosanct; the SBU

reservoir of core

be an autonomous

"owns" all resources

competencies

entity. Corporate and
functional strategies
integrate the business
units within the
corporate umbrella.

Resource allocation
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Discrete business are

Business and

Resource

the unit of analysis;

competences are the

development and

capital is allocated

unit of analysis; top

resource allocation

business by business

management

should be done from a

allocates capital and

corporate and

talent

business perspective.

Value added of top

Optimizing corporate

Enunciating strategic

Strategic

management

returns through capital

architecture and

management

allocation trade-offs

building competencies

addresses the proper

among business

to secure the future

integration of strategy,
structure, process,
performance, and
culture.

3.4.15 Strategy As Defensible Competitive Advantage
In the broadest terms, technology helps to define the firm's range of possible
futures.

It presents planners with some environmental

constraints and

determines the kinds of competitive weapons, new products, and markets that
they will face (Goodman and Lawless, 1994).
Many of the questions emerging from the firm's technological functions and
technological

environment

have

organization-wide

implications.

These

widespread, significant implications have led many experts to argue that
technology plays a key role in strategic planning. It is clear, however, that the
opposite is also true, that strategic planning plays a key role in technology.
Competitive moves based on technological threats have been studied by a
number of theorists, among them Cooper and Schendel (1976). They suggest
that industry-level growth and decline are also based on technological change
and that strategic decisions about entry, exit, and continued investment must be
based on industry projections. Firms must decide whether to invest in technology
in order to remain current with product and process improvements or to compete
on other dimensions. They may have to decide to develop a technology that
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leads them away from their core business, or to exploit a noncore technology
through alternative means such as licensing.

3.4.16

The Various Dimensions of the Concept of Strategy

Max and Majluf (1996) seen the various dimensions of strategy as a

multidimensional concept that embraces all the critical activities of the firm,
providing it with a sense of unity, direction, and purpose, as well as facilitating the
necessary changes induced by its environment. Some of the most important
works in the field of strategy identify the following critical dimensions that
contribute to a unified definition of the concept.
1. Strategy as a means of establishing the organizational purpose in terms of
its long-term

objectives, action programs, and resource

allocation

priorities.
2. Strategy as a definition of the competitive domain of the firm.
3. Strategy as a response to external opportunities and threats, and internal
strengths and weaknesses, in order to achieve a sustainable competitive
advantage.
4. Strategy as a way to define managerial tasks with corporate, business,
and functional perspectives.
5. Strategy as a coherent, unifying, and integrative pattern of decisions.
6. Strategy as a definition of the economic and noneconomic contribution the
firms intends to make to its stakeholders.
7. Strategy as an expression of strategic intent: stretching the organization.
8. Strategy as a means to develop the core competencies of the
organizations.
9. Strategy as a means of investing in tangible and intangible resources to
develop the capabilities that assure a sustainable advantage.
The four basic premises of the resource-based view model to achieve
competitive advantage are the following. (Figure 3.4.7. Max and Majluf, 1996).
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1. Unique competencies.
2. Sustainability.
3. Appropriability.
4. Opportunism and timing.

Figure 3.4.7 The Four Basic Premises of the Resource-Based View Model.
Max and Majluf, 1996

3.4.17 Untangling the Origins of Competitive Advantage
The origins of competitive advantage may therefore lie in the ability to identify
and respond to environmental cues well in advance of observing performanceoriented pay-offs (Cockburn; Henderson; Stern, 2000).
The resource-based view (RBV) emphasized the idea that these technological or
market positions reflect internal organizational capabilities, such as the ability to
develop new products rapidly, to understand customer needs profoundly, or take
advantage of new technologies cheaply. Proponents of the RBV suggested that
strategic investments directed towards these internal activities might be equally
(or even greater) importance in generating supranormal returns.
Competitive advantage is largely determined by factors put in place at the
organization's founding. Competitive advantage results from a firm's strategic
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response to changes in its environment or to new information about profit
opportunities.

3.4.18

The Three Perspective of Strategy: Corporate, Business, and
Functional

A formal planning process should recognize the different roles to be played by
the various managers of a firm in the formulation and execution of their firm's
strategies. There are three basic perspectives that have always been identified
as the essential dimensions of any formal planning process: corporate, business,
and functional (Max and Majluf, 1996).
The corporate strategy deals with the decisions that, by their nature, should be
addressed with the fullest scope encompassing the overall firm. These are
decisions that cannot be decentralized without running the risk of committing
suboptimization errors. Ideally, corporate strategies should be shaped and
implemented by incorporating the core team of top executives. Fgure 3.4.8 (Max
and Majluf, 1996) summarizes the tasks associated with the development of
corporate strategy. As the figure indicates, the focus of analysis is the firm as a
whole. The first task to be addressed is the corporate environmental scan.
Business strategy aims at obtaining superior financial performance by seeking a
competitive positioning that allows the business to have a sustainable advantage
over the firm's competitors. Business managers are supposed to formulate and
implement strategic actins congruent with the general corporate directions,
constrained by the overall resources assigned to the particular business unit.
Figure 3.4.9 (Max and Majluf, 1996) presents the basic framework that is
recommended for the development of a business strategy. It starts with a
definition of the mission of the business, which includes where to compete and
how to compete (the development of the business's unique competencies).
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Functional strategies not only consolidate the functional requirements demanded
by the corporate and business strategies, but also constitute the depositories of
the ultimate capabilities needed to develop the unique competencies of the firm.
Figures 3.4.10 (Max and Majluf, 1996) presents the framework for the definition
of the functional strategy. It starts by examining the functional requirements that
are originated by corporate and the business strategy.

3.4.19

Entry strategies

Roberts and Berry (1983) proposed an entry-strategy selection framework based

on four market and technological dimensions.
1. Newness of Technology: the degree to which that technology has not
formerly been embodied within the products of the company.
2. Newness of a Market: the degree to which the products of the company
have not formerly been targeted at that particular market.
3. Familiarity with a Technology: the degree to which knowledge of the
technology exists within the company, but is not necessarily embodied in
its current products.
4. Familiarity with a Market: the degree to which a market is known by the
company, but not necessarily as a result of selling into that market.
If a business in which the firm currently competes is defined as its base business,
then market factors associated with the new business may be characterized as
base, new familiar, or new unfamiliar. The same is true for technological factors
(Cooper, 1993).
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Central Focus of
Corporate Strategy
The Firm

Corporate Environmental
Scan
•Economic outlook
•Analysis of critical locations
and industrial resources
•Technological, human
resources, political, social.
and legal trends
Identification of opportunities
and threats

Corporate Internal Scrutiny
•Mission of the firm
•Business segmentation
•Horizontal strategy
•Vertical integration
•Corporate philosophy
Definitions of Strengths and
Weaknesses

Strategic posture of the firm
•Strategic Thrusts
•Corporate Performance
Objectives

Strategic posture of the firm
•Portfolio Management

Managerial Infrastructure
Organizational Structure and
Administrative Systems

1

Human Resources
Management of Key Personnel

Figure 3.4.8 Elements of Corporate Strategyf Max and Majluf, 1996).
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The Mission of the Business
•Definition of business
scope: products, markets,
and geographies.
•Identification of unique
competencies

Internal Scrutiny
at the Business Level

Environmental Scan
at the Business Level

(Past performance and future
projections)
•Identifications of internal
critical factors to achieve
competitive advantage
•Overall assessment of
competitive position

(Past performance and future
projections)
•Identifications of external
critical factors contributing to
industry attractiveness
•Overall assessment of
industry attractiveness

Definitions of basic Strengths
and Weaknesses

Identification of opportunities
and threats

Formulation of the
Business Strategy
A set of multiyear broad
action programs

Strategic Programming
Definition and evaluation of
specific action programs
(6 to 18 months)

Budgeting
Strategic funds programming
and operational budgets

Figure 3.4.9 Elements of the Definition of a Business Strategy (Max and
Majluf, 1996).
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Corporate Strategy
•Mission of the firm
•Strategic thrusts
Functional requirements

Business Strategy
•Mission of the business
•Broad and specific action
programs
Functional requirements

Functional Internal Scrutiny

Functional Environmental
Scan

Distinctive functional
competencies for ail strategic
categories of decisions

•Industry and competitive
analysis
•Functional Intelligence

Definitions of basic Strengths
and Weaknesses

Identification of opportunities
and threats
Formulation of the
Business Strategy

A set of multiyear broad
action programs

Strategic Programming
Definition and evaluation of
specific action programs
(6 to 18 months)

Budgeting
Strategic funds programming
and operational budgets

Figure 3.4.10 Elements of the Definition of a Functional Strategy (Max and
Majluf 1996).
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3.4.20

The Concept of a Development Strategy

Perhaps no activity in business is more heralded for its promise and approached

with more justified optimism than new-product and new-process development
(Clark and Wheelwright, 1993). The anticipated benefits almost defy description.
To understand what causes the great disparity between promise and reality,
and, more important, to take corrective action, it is useful to explore some ways
in which development problems manifest them selves. From experience in a
variety of firms and industries, a handful of obvious pitfalls emerge (Clark and
Wheelwright, 1993).
The moving target: too often the basic product or process concept misses a
shifting technology or market, resulting in a mismatch. This can be caused by
locking into a technology before it is sufficiently stable, targeting a market that
changes unexpectedly, or making assumptions about the distribution channel
that do not hold. In each of these cases, the project gets in trouble because of
inadequate consistency of focus throughout its duration and an eventual
misalignment with reality.
Mismatches between functions: while the moving target problem usually reflects
a mismatch between an organization and its external environment, mismatches
also often occur within an organization. What one part of the organization
expects or imagines another part can deliver may prove to be unrealistic or even
impossible. For instance, engineering may design a product that its factories
cannot produce, at least not consistently, at low cost and with high quality.
Similarly, engineering may design features into the product that marketing's
established distribution channels and selling approach cannot utilize fully or
existing customers do not need. Or manufacturing may assume a certain mix of
new products in planning its requirements, while marketing makes different
assumptions, confident that manufacturing can alter its mix dramatically on short
notice when, in fact, it cannot. Such mismatches may result from a lack of
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communication among the functions or from a sequential, over-the-wall
approach to project management; in either case, development suffers.
Lack of product distinctiveness: Often new product development terminates in
disappointment because the new product is not as unique or defensible as the
organization anticipated. If the organization gets locked into a concept too
quickly, it may not bring differing perspectives to the analysis. The market may
dry up, or the critical technologies may be sufficiently widespread that imitators
appear overnight.
Unexpected technical problems: Delays and cost overruns often can be traced
to overestimates of the company's technical capabilities or simply to its lack of
depth and resources. Projects can suffer delays and stall in midcourse if
essential inventions are not completed and drawn into the designers' repertoire
before the development project starts. An industrial controls company, for
example, encountered both problems: it changed a part from metal to plastic
only to discover that its manufacturing processes could not hold the required
tolerances and that its supplier could not provide raw material of consistent
quality.
Problem-solving delays: Every new product development activity involves
uncertainty, with regard both to specific problems and conflicts that will inevitably
arise, and the resources required to resolve them. Too often organizations
allocate all of their development resources to known project requirements,
leaving little or no cushion for the unexpected. Once delays occur, costs
increase, pressures mount to cut corners, and further problems erupt. The cycle
is familiar. A major project gets into trouble, and managers pull key people off of
other projects only to discover that the reassigned people take weeks to get up
to speed - thus, the project is almost as late as it would have been without them.
In addition, several other projects suffer delays and escalating costs.
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Unresolved policy issues: A number of very specific choices and decisions must
be made during any product or process development project. If major policies
have not been articulated clearly and shared, these choices often force a
decision on the policy issue for the entire organization. While such forcing is not
inherently bad, it inevitably involves more senior levels of management in
resolving specific issues. Resolving policy issues during the "heat of the battle"
and at senior (more politically oriented) levels of the organization inevitably
engenders delay and further complications.
In reality, too many firms use an approach to product and process development,
depicted in Figure 3.4.11 (Roberts and Berry, 1993), in which the critical
elements of strategy - a plan for technology and a plan for product-market
position - are only connected (and then loosely) in individual projects. The major
shortcomings of such an approach are (a) a failure to bound and focus the
individual project sufficiently to guarantee its rapid, productive execution; (b) a
failure to provide sufficient up-front planning to effectively link individual
development projects to these two key strategies; and (c) an unreasonable
burden on the individual project, so that it must address policy issues, functional
mismatches, and other fundamental organizational needs, as well as meet the
challenges inherent in any development project. As a result, individual projects
fall short of their potential to implement the technology and product market
strategies and to capture market position, improve resource utilization, and
facilitate organizational renewal.
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. .Technology
Strategy

1
|

I

Product/Market
Strategy

Figure 3.4.11 Conventional Approach to Development Projects (Robert and
Berry, 1993)
Figure 3.4.12 (Robert and Berry, 1993) provides a far more secure foundation for
individual projects. This framework addresses the four main purposes of a
development strategy:
»

Creating, defining, and selecting a set of development projects that will provide
superior products and processes.

>

Integrating

and

coordinating

functional

tasks,

technical

tasks,

and

organizational units involved in development activities over time.
>

Managing development efforts so they converge to achieve business purposes
as effectively and efficiently as possible.

•

Creating and improving the capabilities needed to make development a
competitive advantage over the long term.
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Product Market/Strategy

Figure 3.4.12 Development Strategy Framework (Robert and Berry, 1993).
This expanded framework accomplishes these purposes by adding two preproject focal points - development goals and an aggregate project plan - where
technology strategy and product/market strategy can be discussed and
integrated. These explicit pre-project activities provide a way for managers to
address policy issues and cross-project concerns, and to set bounds on
individual projects. By limiting the scope of individual projects, senior executives
make projects more manageable and facilitate refinement and improvement of
project management procedures. The framework thus recognizes the need for
ongoing learning and provides mechanisms for capturing and applying learning
beyond the local efforts of individual team members. The framework provides
much more robust phases for pre-project planning and post-project learning that
complement and support work on specific projects.

3.4.21

Creating and Implementing a Development Strategy

Through a combination of product and process enhancement activities such
development projects can provide a host of benefits for an organization. First,
they can lead to market success in a rapidly changing, intensely competitive
setting. New products and their associated manufacturing processes and
delivery systems can leapfrog the competition, create strong barriers that others
must hurdle just to stay in the game, and establish a leadership position as a
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dominant design. Furthermore, they can be the vehicle for entering new
distribution channels and garnering new customers, and they can complement
existing offerings by rounding out the line and targeting untapped niches
(Burgelman, Maidique, Wheelwright; 1995).
An organization can achieve robust and predictable development capabilities
that will achieve their intended goals in the marketplace, within the organization,
and for the individuals involved. However, doing so requires a host of skills,
tools, and concepts that in many instances differ significantly from the natural
inclinations common in organizations. At the core of this need for change is
management itself. In too many instances, management at all levels fails to
provide the leadership required for success. The heart of the problem is
management, but management is also the solution (Burgelman, Maidique,
Wheelwright; 1995).
The magnitude of the change required on management's part is captured clearly
by Figure 3.4.13 (Burgelman, Maidique, Wheelwright; 1995). As illustrated, most
senior managers play little, if any, role in the early stages of a development effort
(knowledge acquisition, concept investigation, and basic design). Once a project
progresses to the point of building prototypes and trying to demonstrate the
performance characteristics (or lack thereof) of those prototypes, management
comes to life and remains attentive until prototyping problems have been
resolved. When the product is introduced, all too often customers discover a
number of remaining issues and problems, and management again focuses its
attention on the effort.
The problem with such a pattern is that management is only reactive. As
suggested by the shaded curves in Figure 3.4.13, the greatest amount of
management's energy on the project is expended when the ability to influence its
outcome is at a minimum. It would be far more effective to focus management
attention and effort on development activity at the front end, or even the
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preproject phase of development. To do so, however, management must have
the appropriate skills, tools, and methods to provide the foundation for a different
type of involvement in development. Once accomplished, management can then
spend a far greater portion of its energies assessing the lessons learned from
individual projects, using them to improve development capability on an ongoing
basis, and laying the groundwork for subsequent projects.

High -

Knowledge
Acquisition

Concept
Investigation

Basic
Design

Prototype
Production

Pilot
Production

Manufacturing
Ramp-up

Index of
Attention and
Influence

Low

Figure 3.4.13 Timing and Impact of Management Attention and Influence
(Burgelman, Maidique, Wheelwright; 1995).
While individual development projects are where much of the action is, senior
management can have its greatest leverage in the preproject stages. There are
two quite different views, however, as to the nature of senior management's role
in these preproject activities. Both appear to be based on a similar overall
concept of how development activity can be planned and managed, but the
specific senior management activities under each approach are radically
different, as are the results.
The overall conceptual view of development activity for both approaches is that
of the development funnel, shown in Figure 3.4.14 (Burgelman, Maidique,
Wheelwright; 1995). As suggested in this figure, organizations encounter a
range of product ideas and concepts that can be investigated as potential new
products and processes. From that range of possibilities, the organization must
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pick a handful of specific projects to which resources will be applied, with the
goal of creating on-target, on-time, on-budget product and processes that can be
introduced to the market place in an effective and efficient manner.

Development
„

Shipping
Products

Investigations

Figure 3.4.14 The Development Funnel. Surge/man, Maidique, Wheelwright;

1995
3.4.21.1 Creating the Aggregate Set of Projects
For an organization to get the most out of its development resources, it is
essential that the right mix of project - those that use available resources to
support existing market segments and to open up new, market segments while
appropriately utilizing new technologies - get created and proposed to the
organization. In terms of the funnel in Figure 3.4.14, this process can be
compared to widening the mouth of the funnel so that a large range of
alternatives is investigated before specific choices are made. This task, however,
goes beyond simply encouraging the generation of more ideas; it involves
combining and bundling ideas that will allow the organization to most effectively
cover the needed areas of new product and process development. Thus, it is
essentially a matter of creating and defining the alternatives that the firm can
pursue, not simply investigating and screening those that naturally arise.

3.4.22

A Framework for the Development of Technology Strategy

Linking technology and business strategies is a demanding task that has central
importance in strategy formation. Now that technology is a critical source to
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achieve and sustain competitive advantage, the ability to incorporate technology
into a business strategy can make the difference between a wining or a losing
strategic alternative (Max and Majluf, 1996).
The formation of technology strategy takes place at all the key hierarchical levels
of the firm: corporate, business, and functional.
First, top managers have to decide, as a part of the corporate strategy of the firm,
what role is to be played by technology in advancing the firm's competitive
capabilities, the amount of resources to be allocated to technology, and the
aggressiveness the firm will use in the innovative process and in imbedding
technology into its products and processes. Corporate attention is required since
frequently a given technology is shared by several businesses and affects
various managerial functions. Therefore, its strategy development cannot be
totally decentralized at the business and functional levels. The elements of
corporate strategy that communicate

more pointedly to the

technology

requirements are the mission of the firm - particularly the statement of unique
competencies - and the corporate strategic thrusts - an expression of the
primary issues the firm has to address in order to establish a strong competitive
position.
Next, technology strategies are formulated at the business level. During the
process of business strategy formation it is neecesary to define the technological
support required to create or reinforce the competitive advantage sustained by
each business unit. This is supplied by the mission of the business and their
respective strategy action programs. Obviously, a technology strategy cannot be
created in isolation from the corporate objectives and the business it is intended
to support.
Finally, at the technology level resides the task of interpreting all the
requirements emerging from corporate and business levels, which will become
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the critical inputs for shaping the technology strategy of the firm. At this stage it
is also necessary to identify the portfolio of specific technologies the firm will be
using in supporting its business strategies.
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4 HYPOTHESIS
"When the three stage of knowledge (acquisition, integration and deployment)
are properly applied and managed, innovations tend to have a greater business
impact. "

Stages of

Innovations'

Knowledge

Business Impact

Knowledge
Acquisition

Inbounding Knowledge

Knowledge
Integration

Intellectual Capital j
Unique Competences':

Knowledge
Deployment

Outbounding Knowledge

Figure 4.1 The three Stages of Knowledge (Adapted from Ruelas, 1998).

4.1 Conceptual Definitions
4.1.1
Stages of knowledge
The three stages of knowledge - acquisition, integration, and deployment- that
are analogous to flow and level variables. The cones represent incomes and
expenses of knowledge. The first cone shows how a firm gets knowledge from
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different sources and how the information is filtered to the next stage. The
cylinder can be compared to the inventory of any balance sheet. Intellectual
capital is an inventory of competences and endowments that helps to produce
something better and different company from the competition.
The cylinder and the cones include three important aspects. Knowledge
acquisition is derived from the corporate strategy. The firm decides which generic
technology to invest in for the future. The knowledge acquisition process is
known today as organizational learning. The functional strategy has to do with
the construction of core competencies or capabilities through the greatest asset
of the company: Intellectual capital. The business strategy finds the way to
ground the capabilities and core competencies of the company

through

innovation in order to impact business.

4.1.2
Innovations' Business Impact
Any technological change that can be converted in a competitive advantage of
the firm is an innovations' business impact. The way an innovation impacts the
firms is through its business units.

4.2 Operational Definitions
4.2.1
Stages of knowledge
The ways in which knowledge is acquired are defined by the next fields: Market
Knowledge and Technology Knowledge. Market knowledge is translated as the
expectations of the customers about the company's products. Technology
knowledge is all the knowledge that the company has about its process, its
products, and how the firm produces new knowledge useful to enhance them.
The market and technology knowledge further to define how to integrate the
knowledge, and most of all, how we measure it. To see the knowledge
integration in a firm, focus is on how the product portfolio has been developing
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and also on the know-how to carry on the actions that are necessary to develop
certain products and processes.
The product portfolio is the essence of any company, but more important are the
sales and the geographies where the sales are going to. The new geographies
reached and the volumes of sales are forms in which the knowledge deployment
can be seen.
These five variables, Market and Technology Knowledge, Product Portfolio,
Geographies, and New Sales are arranged on the conceptual framework (Figure
4.1).
Resulting in the proposed model to study the linking of knowledge management
to the firm's financial performance (Fig. 4.2)

Knowledge
Acquisition

Knowledge
Integration

Knowledge
Deployment

Figure 4.2 Key elements of the three stages of knowledge
and how they are connected
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4.2.2

Innovations' Business impact

As said before, an innovation impacts the firm performance through its business
units. Any change made on the business units needs to be reflected on the
volume of sales; if does not impact on the business profitability, it means that the
stages of knowledge are not been managed properly.
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5 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
5.1 Path Analysis, Structural Equation Modeling
Path Analysis (Wright, 1921, 1934) is a form of data analysis that provides
possibilities

for causal determination among sets of measured variables

(Retherford and Choe, 1993; Miller, 1991; Cohen and Cohen, 1983; Nie, Hull,
Jenkins, Steinbrenner and Bent, 1975). When the underlying assumptions of
Path Analysis are met, theory and data may be related in situations where many
variables are to be handled simultaneously. Path Analysis to essentially a dataanalytic technique using standardized multiple regression equations in examine
theoretical models. Causal models involve the construction of an oversimplified
model of social reality in the sense that the model takes into account only a very
limited number of variables that are of interest in the specific research area. Path
Analysis allows the social theorists to state a theory in the form of a linear causal
model.
The theoretical framework must be translated into quantitive estimates. This is
accomplished by establishing the pattern of association of the variables in the
sequence. A correlation matrix is developed utilizing simple correlation for the
variables of the model. Simple correlation measures the gross magnitude of the
effect on antecedent variable upon the consequent variable. The Path Analysis
model diagram is showed in Figure 5.1 in the form of a path diagram. In path
diagrams, arrows between variables indicate the direction of causality.
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Figure 5.1 Path Analysis Model of the Research Hypotheses
Path Analysis is used in two ways, to Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), based
on Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods (Joreskorg and Sorborm, 1986, 1985) and
to Soft Modeling approaches (Wold, 1975, 1980a, 1980b, 1982; Lohmoller, 1989;
Falk and Miller, 1992), based on Partial Least Squares (PLS). According to
Joreskog and Wold (1982): "ML is theory-oriented, and emphasized the transition
from exploratory to confirmatory analysis. PLS is primarily intended for casualpredictive

analysis

in situation of

high

complexity but low

theoretical

confirmation."
Furthermore, Path Analysis has evolved to Latent Variable Analysis that
incorporates conceptual or latent variables that cannot be measured directly but
indirectly through manifest variables. This had led SEM Path Analysis techniques
to consider two main steps of modeling analysis: the measurement model
analysis and the structural model analysis. Because the analysis is partitioned,
sample size is less important in the overall model. The only requirement is that
the sample size must be larger than the number of manifest variables in the
largest block or latent variables.
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5.2 A Holistic Construal of Theory Construction and Testing
The Holistic Construal Methodology proposed by Bagozzi and Philips (1982),
provides a mechanism for linking theory construction and theory testing in
organization research by explicitly representing theoretical and empirical
concepts, non-observed hypothesis, and correspondence rules. It assumes that
theoretical and methodological concerns guide organizational research since
theory is regarded as incomplete unless it is testable and empirical research is
valued most when guided by conceptual thinking. Rather, it subsumes a process
by which theories and hypothesis are tentatively formulated deductively and then
are tested on data, and later are reformulated and retest until meaningful
outcomes emerge (Bagozzi and Philips, 1982).

5.3 Theoretical, Derived and Empirical Concepts of Theories
According to the holistic construal, theories contain concepts and relationships,
where concepts are of the three types: theoretical, derived, and empirical.
Theoretical concepts are abstract, unobservable properties or attributes of a
social unit or entity. They achieve their meaning through formal connections to
empirical concepts as well as though their definition (Bagozzi, 1979). In the
proposed model there are five concepts: Market Knowledge, Technology
Knowledge, Portfolio of Products, Geographies and Volume of Sales as shown in
the Exhibit 5.1.

Exhibit 5.1 Theoretical Concepts of the proposed model.
CONCEPT

DEFINITION

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
Market Knowledge (MKT)

Knowledge and capabilities that are acquired
and developed from the market. We measure
which markets the company did not have on
the two past years and now they have.
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Technology Knowledge (TEC)

Is the technical knowledge necessary to
develop a portfolio in the company. It is the
know-how. We measure the technologies that
the company did not have on the past two
years and now they have.

Portfolio of Products (PORT)

Are the products that a company has. We
measure the products that the company did
not have on the two past years and now they
have.

Geographies (GEO)

Are

the

places

we

the

company

has

presence. We measure the geographies that
the company did not have on the two past
years and now they have.
Volume of Sales (SAL)

Are the quantities of sales that a company
has. We measure the volume of sales that a
company did not have and now they have.

Each theoretical concept is linked with several derived concepts. Derived
concepts as theoretical concepts are unobservable, but unlike theoretical
concepts, must be tied directly to empirical concepts at lower levels of
abstraction than theoretical concepts. The derived concepts are illustrated in the
Exhibit 5.2.
Exhibit 5.2 Derived Concepts of the proposed model
CONCEPT

DEFINITION

DERIVED CONCEPTS
Market Knowledge:
Market capabilities

Capabilities to penetrate in the market

Market knowledge

Knowledge expectations from the market
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Technology Knowledge:
Technology capabilities

Capacity to grow and to develop

Technology knowledge

Technical knowledge to apply and to translate
knowledge into products

Portfolio of Products:
Increment of products

Increment of the company's products

Proportion of sales

Proportion

of

sales

coming

from

the

portfolio's company
Geographies:
Increment of presence

Increment of presence in existing and new
geographies

Efforts to increase presence

Efforts to increment presence in existing and
new geographies

Volume of Sales:
Change in the rate of sales

Change in the company's sales

Empirical concepts refer to properties or relations whose presence or absence
can be ascertained by direct observation (Hempel, 1952). Each derived concept
is linked with empirical or measurable concepts through correspondence rules as
shown in the Exhibit 5.3.
Exhibit 5.3 Empirical Concepts of the proposed model
CONCEPT

DEFINITION

EMPIRICAL CONCEPTS
Market Knowledge
Market capabilities 1, 2, 3, 5*

These

indicator

measures

the

market
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capabilities from the firm
This indicator measures the market knowledge

Market knowledge 4*

from the firm
Technology Knowledge:
Two indicators to measure the technology

Technology capabilities 7, 9*

capability
Technology knowledge 6, 8, 10*

The

measurement

of

the

technological

knowledge of the firm
Portfolio of Products:
Increment of products 11, 14, 15, 16*

Several kinds of products are measured in this
category

Proportion of sales and spends 12, 13*

Two indicators to measure sales and spends of
the company

Geographies:
Increment of presence 17, 18*

Two elements for forecast the presence in
existing and new geographies
Benchmark actions

Efforts to increase presence 19, 20*
Volume of Sales:
Change in the rate of sales 21 to 26*

The objective is to look if the past latent
variables have impact on financial performance

'Question number in the survey (See Addendum)

Empirical concepts may include experimental data or may be measured through
objective instruments.

5.4 Relationship of Theoretical Concepts
A relationship in the holistic construal connects theoretical, derived, and empirical
concepts of theories. The relationship is the non-observational hypothesis that
links theoretical concepts with other theoretical concepts. Common synonyms for
non-observational hypothesis include theoretical laws, hypothetical laws, nonobservational

propositions,

axioms,

postulates,

causal

relationships,

or

sometimes, simply, hypothesis. For the sake of this model, non-observational
hypothesis are defined according with Exhibit 5.4:
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Exhibit 5.4 Non-observational Hypotheses of the proposed model
Non-

Observational
Hypothesis

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5

The higher Market Knowledge, the
higher Technology Knowledge
The higher Technology Knowledge,
the higher Portfolio of Products
The higher Market Knowledge, the
higher Portfolio of Products
The higher Portfolio of Products, the
higher Geographies
The higher Geographies, the higher
Volume of Sales

Non-observational hypothesis link theoretical concepts with other theoretical
concepts, and are indicated by the path analysis causal or predictive arrows, as
illustrated in the Figure 5.2:
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Figure 5.2 Non-observational Hypotheses link of the proposed model
The inner relations model (inner model, structural model, inner structural model,
core model) depict the predictive or causal relationships among the latent
variables.

5.5 Fit Indices for Evaluation of a PLS Model and Assessment of
Results
In PLS no distributional assumptions are made except for predictor specification.
Traditional statistical testing methods based on assumptions about statistical
distributions are not applied (Fomell and Cha, 1994). This means that PLS would
be free of assumptions in estimation, but not in testing. Wold (1982) has
maintained that it is more consistent with PLS modeling to apply non-parametric
tests, and in addition, the evaluation of PLS models should be based on
prediction oriented measures, not covariance fit. There are several fit indices,
which can be used to evaluate the predictive power of the model. To understand
fit indices for evaluation of a PLS model, and the assessment of results, PLS
models make five different types of predictions with their respective residuals
(Lohmoller, 1989; Fornell and Cha, 1994): communality prediction, structural
prediction, validity prediction, redundancy prediction, and operative prediction.
Communality prediction means that the manifest variables can be predicted by
their own latent variables. Structural prediction, or explanatory power of structural
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models means that the endogenous latent variables are predicted by one or
more other endogenous and exogenous latent variables. Redundancy prediction,
is another result in a PLS model, and is defined as the prediction from predictor
latent variables to the manifest variables belonging to a dependent latent
variable; it is the average variance of the set of the manifest variables that is
explained by the predictor latent variables. Validity prediction means that a latent
variable can be predicted by its own manifest variables.

5.6 Model Parameter Stability Analysis: The bootstrap
PLS is a limited information method; parameter estimates are less than optimal
regarding

bias

and

consistency

(Chin,

1996).

The

estimates

will be

asymptotically correct under the joint conditions of consistency (large sample
size) and consistency at large (the number of indicators per latent variable
becomes large). Furthermore, standard errors need to be estimated via
resampling procedures such as bootstrapping.
The bootstrapping approach treats a random sample of the data as a substitute
for the population and resamples from it a specified number of times to generate
sample bootstrap estimates and standard errors. These sample bootstrap
estimates and standard errors are averaged and used to obtain a confidence
interval around the average of the bootstrap estimates. This average is termed a
bootstrap estimator. The bootstrap estimator and associated confidence interval
are used to determine how stable or good the sample statistic is as an estimate
of the population parameter. Obviously, if the random sample initially drawn from
the population, is not representative, then the sample statistic and corresponding
bootstrap estimator obtained from re-sampling will yield misleading results.
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6 INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT
6.1 Sample Survey
The unit of analysis of this research is the firm, and the research approach
consisted of a questionnaire survey based on (ooper and Emory (1995),
Abrahamson, 1983; Lucas, 1991). The first questionnaire designed consisted of
46 items in Likert type scale of 1 to 5. We applied the pre-survey to an innovative
firm, and then validate the elements to make sure that the survey was measuring
the knowledge and capabilities relevant to model proposed.
With support from the National Board of Technology and Science (CONACYT) in
Monterrey, perceived as innovative in processes and new products. The
research was restricted to 20 firms, 17 of which responded the survey through
different means (e-mail, fax, personal interview). Typically, the CTO of the
corporation was invited to answer the survey.

6.2 Measurement of Theoretical Concepts
In order to test the proposed research model, several data-gathering instruments
had to be developed and others where taken from previous research work. Five
measurement instrument were required to carry out the research: (1) to asses
the market knowledge, (2) to asses the technology knowledge, (3) to asses the
portfolio of products of the company, (4) to asses the places where the firm has
presence (geographies) and (5) was for asses the volume of sale. Those are
activities for the numerator. All items of the survey were geared towards
observing activities of the numerator (Ruelas, 1998).
6.2.1

Measurement of Market Knowledge

The following list shows the elements used to measure the capabilities and
market knowledge of the company.
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The survey used a Likert's scale and the questions were designed to respond in
terms of rate of change:
1

It has been reduced remarkably

2

It has been reduced

3

There was not change

4

It has been grown

5

It has been grown remarkably

1

Distribution channels o f t h e firm

2

Type o f industry targeted

1

2

3

4

5

3

About product applications

1

2

3

4

5

4

Custom knowledge expectations

1

2

3

4

5

5

Composition o f customers

1

2

3

4

5

6.2.2

1

2

3

4

5

Measurement of Technology Knowledge

The following list of questions was used to assess the technology knowledge and
the capabilities of the firm.
6

Capacity f o r enhancing i n products

7

Rate o f technological change

1

2

3

4

5

8

Impact o f technology i n Differentiation:

1

2

3

4

5

9

Equipment a n d laboratories

1 0

Patents

6.2.3

1

2

1
1

3

2
2

4

3
3

5

4
4

5
5

Measurement of the Portfolio of Products

The survey measured how the firms had increased its product portfolio and what
proportion of sales were coming from new products.
11

T h e company's product portfolio

1 2

R&D Spending

13

What proportion of your current sales comes from new
products introduced recently (0-2 years)?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1=0-20%
2=20-40%
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3=40-60%
4=60-80%
5=80-100%
Types of new products introduced to the market
14

N e w t o t h e world products

15

N e w product lines

1

2

3

4

5

16

Improvements a n d revisions t o existing products

1

2

3

4

5

6.2.4

1

2

3

4

5

Measurement of Geographies

The Increment of presence in existing and new geographies was measured with
the following questions:
17

Increase market share i n other geographies

18

N e w geographies a s a result o f n e w alliances

19

Benchmarking efforts within existing geographies

1

2

3

4

5

20

Benchmarking efforts within other geographies

1

2

3

4

5

6.2.5

1

2

1

3

2

4

3

5

4

5

Measurement of Volume of Sales

The presence of the KMS and the financial performance of an innovative firm
was assessed by the rate of change in the volume of sales.
Change in your sales is coming from:
2 1

N e w products

1

2

3

4

5

2 2

N e w markets

1

2

3

4

5

23

Increased market share

2 4

N e w geographies
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1

2
1

3
2

4
3

5
4

5

7 MODEL ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION AND RESULTS
7.1 Analysis and Interpretation of a Complete LVPLS Model
The outer model diagnostics involves testing the adequacy of the latent variable
construction. The inner model diagnostics involves assessing the estimates of
the hypothesized relationships between latent constructs1.
7.1.1

Outer Model

In outer directed latent variables and multiple variables as indicants, the
estimates on the arrows are considerate to be the principal component loading. If
there were no arrows between the latent variables in the inner model, these
loading would be as exact as the first principal component loading. In PLS the
first iteration consists of the first component loading, but this process turns into a
succeeding iterations attempt to optimize the hypnotized relationships between
the LVs. Even so, the minimization requirement on the residuals of the manifest
variables, take precedence over the optimization of the LV relationships (Falk
and Miller, 1992).
Exhibit 7.1 shows the outer-directed results obtained for the five theoretical of
LVs and its respective manifest or indicator values:

' The Latent Variable Partial Least Square (LVPLS) software used for the following analysis was Wynee
Chin's PLS-Graph Beta Version 3.0 © 2000
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Exhibit 7.1 Market Knowledge Complete Measurement Model Results
Outer Model
Variable

Weight Loading Location ResidVar Communal Redundan

MARKET

outward

MKT1

0.1731

0.5274

0.0000

0.7218

0.2782

0.0000

MKT2

0.2788

0.7724

0.0000

0.4033

0.5967

0.0000

MKT3

0.3185

0.6761

0.0000

0.5429

0.4571

0.0000

MKT4

0.3744

0.8669

0.0000

0.2484

0.7516

0.0000

MKT5

0.2252

0.6812

0.0000

0.5360

0.4640

0.0000

When squared, the loading (third column in Exhibit 7.1) of the outer-directed
block represent the amount of common variance that manifest variables share
with one another, vis-a-vis the latent construct. These are referred to as the
communality of variables (sixth column in Exhibit 7.1). The difference between
1.0 and the communality on the manifest variables are the residual variance that
are not shared and therefore does not contribute to the definition of the latent
variable.
For example, considering the manifest variable MKT2, has a loading of .7724
which represents the common variance that this manifest variable shares with
the other MKT variables. This means that (.7724)2 = 0.5967, or 60% of the
variability of the manifest variable MKT2 is attributed to the latent variable Market
Knowledge. The difference 1-0.5967 = 0.4033, or 40% of the variability of the
manifest variable MKT2 is not attributed to the latent variable Market Knowledge
but to external error or noise, and corresponds to the residual variance (fifth
column of the table). Manifest variable MKT1 has a communality value below
30%, which means that is not sufficiently representative to describe the Latent
Variable Market Knowledge.
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Exhibit 7.2 Technology Knowledge Measurement Model Results
Outer Model
Variable

Weight Loading Location ResidVar Communal Redundan

TECHNOLO outward
TEC6

0.3025

0.8429

0.0000

0.2895

0.7105

0.4537

TEC7

0.2440

0.7730

0.0000

0.4025

0.5975

0.3815

TECS

0.2619

0.6161

0.0000

0.6204

0.3796

0.2423

TEC9

0.2927

0.8121

0.0000

0.3405

0.6595

0.4211

TEC10

0.2501

0.6296

0.0000

0.6035

0.3965

0.2531

For technology knowledge, all the manifest variables have communality above
30% (Exhibit 7.2). This indicates that all the manifest variables are well
represented through the Latent Variable Technology Knowledge.
Exhibit 7.3 Portfolio of Products Measurement Model Results
Outer Model
Variable

Weight Loading Location ResidVar Communal Redundan

PORTFOLI outward
PORT11

0.2166

0.6762

0.0000

0.5428

0.4572

0.3839

PORT12

0.1753

0.6361

0.0000

0.5954

0.4046

0.3397

PORT13

0.1624

0.5240

0.0000

0.7254

0.2746

0.2305

PORT14

0.3062

0.8039

0.0000

0.3537

0.6463

0.5427

PORT15

0.3082

0.7277

0.0000

0.4704

0.5296

0.4447

PORT16

0.2813

0.6630

0.0000

0.5604

0.4396

0.3691

For the case of Portfolio of Products, only the manifest variable of PORT13 does
not contribute to the definition of the Latent Variable (Exhibit 7.3).
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Exhibit 7.4 Geographies Measurement Model Results
Outer Model
Variable

Weight Loading Location ResidVar Communal Redundan

GEOGRAPH outward
GEO17

0.3223

0.8030

0.0000

0.3552

0.6448

0.3694

GEO18

0.3357

0.8984

0.0000

0.1930

0.8070

0.4623

GEO19

0.3590

0.7730

0.0000

0.4025

0.5975

0.3423

GEO20

0.2234

0.7256

0.0000

0.4735

0.5265

0.3016

All the manifest variables have communality above 30%. GEO18 has the most
with a communality of 80%.
Exhibit 7.5 Volume of Sales Measurement Model Results
Outer Model
Variable

Weight Loading Location ResidVar Communal Redundan

VOLUME O outward
SAL21

0.2503

0.8755

0.0000

0.2334

0.7666

0.4111

SAL22

0.3409

0.9100

0.0000

0.1720

0.8280

0.4441

SAL23

0.2147

0.7138

0.0000

0.4905

0.5095

0.2733

SAL24

0.3628

0.8749

0.0000

0.2346

0.7654

0.4105

All the manifest variables of Volume of Sales also show communality above of
the 30%. Figure illustrates the results from the entire outer model.
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Figure 7.1 Results from the entire outer model
The circles represent the Latent Variables of the proposed model and the
squares represent the manifest variables. The numbers inside parentheses are
the correlation coefficients of the manifest variable with respect to the Latent
Variable; the loading results are showed too.
The correlation coefficients between the residuals of the manifest variables are
found in the theta matrix in the appendix. If the blocks and latent variables are
defines correctly, these coefficients should be low. As can be observed in the
appendix, the 24 X 24 theta matrix, mostly all the of the intersections between
rows and columns are quite low, concluding that the block and latent variables
are well defined.
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7.2 Results
7.2.1

The Complete Manifest Variable Inner Model

Inner model interpretation is based on answers of the following questions (Falk

and Miller, 1992).
1. How much of the endogenous variable variance is accounted by the
components that predict them?
2. How large are the correlation values between theoretical constructs when
there are no hypothesized relationships?
3. How much do predictor variables contribute to the explained variance of
endogenous variables?
To answer question (1), the squared multiple correlation coefficient values,
shown in Exhibit 7.6 can be used.
Exhibit 7.6 Squared multiple correlation coefficients values
Inner Model
Block

Mean Location Mult.RSq AvResVar AvCommun AvRedund

MARKET

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.4905

0.5095

0.0000

TECHNOLO

0.0000

0.0000

0.6385

0.4513

0.5487

0.3503

PORTFOLI

0.0000

0.0000

0.8397

0.5414

0.4586

0.3851

GEOGRAPH

0.0000

0.0000

0.5729

0.3560

0.6440

0.3689

VOLUME O

0.0000

0.0000

0.5363

0.2826

0.7174

0.3847

0.5175

0.4380

0.5620

0.2949

Average

These multiple correlation coefficients represent the percent of variance of the
endogenous variables Technology Knowledge (TEC) 64%, Portfolio of Products
(PORT) 84%, Geographies (GEO) 57% and Volume of Sales (SAL) 54%, that is
accounted for by the predictors or exogenous variable Market Knowledge (MKT)
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in the model. Figure 7.2 shows the complete results of the Path Analysis or inner
model analysis:

Figure 7.2 Path Analysis Results
The LVPLS uses composite weights to create latent variables and to optimize
linear relationships between predictor and predicted components. Path between
the theoretical constructs are standardized path coefficients or beta weights.
Evaluation of model relationships is based on the correlation and path
coefficients between constructs, variance accounted for an latent endogenous
variables, and an overall non-probability fit index.
For the structural or theoretical model the mean R2 for the fourth endogenous
variables is: (1-.0638)+(1-.0840)+(1-.0573)+(1-.0536)/4 = .35 This means that
35% of the variability of the endogenous variables Technology Knowledge,
Portfolio of Products, Geographies, and Volume of Sales, are attributed to the
exogenous variable Market Knowledge.
The direct predictive or casual relationship between Market Knowledge and
Portfolio of Products is mildly sufficiently, as illustrated in the diagram for the path
coefficient value .356. This means that (0.356)2*100=12.67% of the variability of
Portfolio of Products can be attributed to the Market Knowledge variable.
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With the past results, we validate H3; the higher Market Knowledge, the higher
Portfolio of Products. H3 only can be rejected if the result of the variability is a
negative number, because we are not testing: the higher market knowledge, the
lower portfolio of products.
The direct predictive or casual relationship between the Market Knowledge and
Technology knowledge variables are significantly higher (0.799)2*100= 63.84%. If
we calculate the indirect predictive or casual relationship between Market
Knowledge and Technology Knowledge with Portfolio of Products it results in the
following relationship: (.799*.606)*100= 48.41%. HI and H2 are approved with
these results.
The direct predictive or casual relationship between the Portfolio of Products and
Geographies variables results in 57.30 % (.757)2*100. The direct predictive or
casual relationship between Geographies and Volume of Sales is sufficiently
significant. This means: (.732)2*100= 53.58%. We validate H4 and H5 with the
previous results.

7.2.2
Bootstrapping the Complete LVPLS Model
Bootstrapping for the complete LVPLS model treats the original sample of 18
cases as a substitute for the population and resamples with replacement from it a
subsample of 17 number of items to generate bootstrap mean of path coefficients
and standard errors. This bootstrapping resampling is illustrated in the following
Exhibit, where the first line numbered 0, is the original solution, and lines 1 to 17
are the respective bootstrapping results. Each column corresponds to the
respective path analysis coefficient.
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Exhibit 7.7 Bootstrapping resampling results
MKT-TEC MKT-PORT TEC-PORT PORT-GEO GEO-SAL

CASE
0

0.8

0.36

0.61

0.76

0.73

1

0.95

0.97

-0.05

0.78

0.68

2

0.85

0.43

0.54

0.88

0.7

3

0.94

0.14

0.82

0.76

0.79

4

0.96

-0.04

0.97

0.85

0.72

5

0.91

-0.19

1.14

0.7

0.79

6

0.92

-0.1

1.05

0.78

0.75

7

0.78

0.56

0.41

0.86

0.53

8

0.97

-0.07

1.02

0.85

0.8

9

0.96

-0.09

1.05

0.87

0.71

10

0.95

0.09

0.86

0.8

0.6

11

0.83

0.63

0.33

0.8

0.69

12

0.77

0.31

0.68

0.76

0.79

13

0.87

0.47

0.51

0.87

0.83

14

0.9

0.11

0.86

0.88

0.8

15

0.55

0.6

0.45

0.82

0.66

16

0.86

0.36

0.61

0.89

0.68

17

0.86

0.29

0.65

0.84

0.73

These sample bootstrap estimates of path coefficients and standard errors are
averaged and used to obtain a confidence level around the average of the
bootstrap estimates. This average is termed a bootstrap estimator and is
illustrated in Exhibit 7.8.
Exhibit 7.8 Average and standard error of the bootstrap estimates
Path Coef. MKT-TEC MKT-PORT TEC-PORT PORT-GEO GEO-SAL
Average

0.86

0.26

0.69

0.81

0.72

Std. Error

0.02

0.07

0.07

0.01

0.01
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The bootstrap estimator and associated confidence interval are used to
determine how stable or good the sample statistic is as an estimate of the
population parameter. The 90%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals are
calculated and illustrated in Exhibits 79, 7.10, and 7.11.
Exhibit 7.9 Bootstrap 90% Confidence Interval for the Complete LVPLS
Model
Average

lower limit superior limit

MKT-TEC

0.86

0.82

0.90

MKT-POR

0.26

0.13

0.39

TEC-POR

0.69

0.57

0.82

POR-GEO

0.81

0.79

0.84

GEO-SAL

0.72

0.68

0.75

Exhibit 7.10 Bootstrap 95% Confidence Interval for the Complete LVPLS
Model
Average

lower limit superior limit

MKT-TEC

0.86

0.81

0.91

MKT-POR

0.26

0.11

0.42

TEC-POR

0.69

0.54

0.84

POR-GEO

0.81

0.79

0.84

GEO-SAL

0.72

0.68

0.91

Exhibit 7.11 Bootstrap 99% Confidence Interval for the Complete LVPLS
Model
Average
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lower limit superior limit

MKT-TEC

0.8677222 0.79875131 0.936693138

MKT-POR

0.2681667 0.05450711

TEC-POR

0.6963889 0.48630952 0.906468256

POR-GEO

0.8187778 0.78178117 0.855774385

GEO-SAL

0.7202778 0.66760649 0.772949063

0.481826222

It can be observed that the three confidence intervals maintain the same sign as
the original solution. This gives good confidence that the population behaves as
predicted by the model.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCHES
8.1 Conclusions
Managers must consider the firm's core technological knowledge, as well
information regarding the likely future trajectories of technologies and markets
(gained from the knowledge acquisitions stage), the firm's core competences
(knowledge integration) and any new knowledge and capabilities the firm may
need to acquire and integrate.
Acquisition, integration and deployment of knowledge are activities that arise the
activities of "numerator", and it is necessary to bet on the development of new
capabilities.
The manifest variables that were used to explain or to describe the latent
variables were sufficiently descriptive as almost of all often had communality
coefficients above 30%.
The path analysis diagram, shows that market knowledge is not sufficient to
determine a strong portfolio of products by itself, but since market knowledge has
a strong relationship to technology knowledge, it is the bases to build a strong
portfolio.
The strong relationship of the variables of the model shows that if KMS is well
managed, it will help to have a better financial impact on the firm; a wealth
creation issue.
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8.2 FUTURE RESEARCH
8.2.1

FUTURE STUDIES

The subject of Knowledge-Management-Sequence

has an impact on different

levels. First, is a methodology to assess activities of "numerator" (the ones that
either move to - or create new markets, develop and deliver new products,
augment new volumes, reach new geographies, and bet on new capabilities).
Find out new activities that help to increase the numerator could be a new line of
research. Tests of the proposed theory with bigger sample sizes and other
statistical techniques is also further line of investigation. A question that emerged
during the study was: Does the firm really know their capabilities? Do they know
and understand the concept of core competences? Furthermore, how can be
explode it to obtain a competitive advantage?
Another possible line of investigation is to make a comparative research between
very specific kinds of industries and how organizational cultural issues can affect
the KMS.

Another possibility is to perform comparative research using the model of KMS in
local, national, and multinational firms and find out empirical evidence of how
each of them manages it.
It could also be interesting to know if the manifest variables of knowledge
acquisition and knowledge performance are correlated with other financial
measures such market valued added and economic value added.
In terms of extending the present study, some methodology and survey
limitations should be considered as details into the following sections.

8.2.2

Methodology Limitations to be Considered

This research is mainly an exploratory study concerning the sequence of
knowledge and its various relationships proposed in the model. PLS is a
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structural equation modeling approach for exploratory studies, where LISREL, is
a structural equation modeling approach for confirmatory studies. PLS is not a
model in the same sense, instead of theory testing, it is a model for exploratory
research; and instead of factor analysis or covariance factor structure analysis, it
belongs to the same class of models as canonical correlation,

principal

components, and regression analysis. It too can be tested against empirical data,
but via different procedures (Fornell and Bookstein, 1982). PLS estimators lack
the parameter precision of maximum likelihood estimation in achieving optimal
predictions. Given multivariate normality, LISREL estimates are efficient in large
sample. LISREL is a model for theory testing and a general method for
covariance structure analysis in which a theoretical model is specified in terms of
covariances and tested against empirical data.

8.2.3

Survey and Sample Limitations to be Considered

The survey was designed to be answered by one person with limit time and very
general information about the firm. If the survey had been designed to be
answered by different departments it would take more time to be completed.
More manifest variables in the survey is desired, but due the limited time
availability of CEOs, who answered the survey, the variables for each latent
variable was only between four and six issues. More specific questions are
required to fulfill the latent variable concept definitions.
Because not many multinational industries in Monterrey's metropolitan area
make innovation in new products and processes, the sample was small but
necessary, seventeen companies, to apply PLS methodology.
A Factor analysis study instead of the PLS methodology would help to reinforce
the study, however, this was not due the sample size. Fifty samples are
necessary for a factor analysis.
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9 ADDENDUM
9.1 Questionnaire
Please answer the following issues with regards to the past two years of the
company. The questions are designed to respond in rate of change. Where:
1
2
3
4
5

It has been reduced remarkably
It has been reduced
There was not change
It has been grown
It has been grown remarkably

Market Area
1
Distribution channels o f t h e
2
Type o f industry targeted
3
About product applications
4
Custom knowledge expectations
5
Composition o f customers

firm

Technology Area
6
Capacity f o r enhancing i n products
7
Rate o f technological change
8
Impact o f technology i n Differentation:
9
Equipment a n d laboratories
1 0 Patents
Portfolio of Products
11
About t h e company's product portfolio
1 2
R&D Spending
13
What proportion of your current sales comes from new products introduced
recently (0-2 years)?
1=0-20%
2=20-40%
3=40-60%

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
i

2
2
o

3
3
-t

4
4
A

5
5
^

J

4

D

4=60-80%

14
15
16

5=80-100%
Types of new products introduced to the market
New to the world products
N e w product lines
Improvements a n d revisions t o existing products

Geographies
17
Increase market share i n other geographies
18
N e w geographies a s a result o f n e w alliances
19
Benchmarking efforts within existing geographies
20
Benchmarking efforts within other geographies

Sales
2
2
2
2

1
2
3
4

Change in your sales is coming from:
N e w products
Newmarkets
Increased market share
N e w geographies

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

2

2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

3

3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3

4

4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4

5

5
5

5
5
5
5

5
5

5
5
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9.2 Raw Data
Variables

Isuues
Survey

MKT1
TEC6
PORT11
GEO17
SAL21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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MKT2
MKT3
TEC7
TECS
PORT12 PORT13
GEO18
GEO19
SAL22
SAL23

MKT4
MKT5
TEC9
TEC10
PORT14 PORT15
GEO20
SAL24

PORT16

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
5
4
4
3
4
4
5
4

3
3
5
4
5
5
3
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
5

4
4
5
4
5
5
3
5
4
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

3
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5

3
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
5
4
4
4
5
4
5
5

3
4
5
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
5
5
5

4
4
5
4
5
4
4
5
3
4
5
5
3
5
5
5
5

4
4
5
5
5
5
3
5
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
5

Isuues

Survey

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

9

10

3
5
5
4
4
4
3
5
3
5
5
5
3
4
4
4

3
5
5
3
5
3
4
5
3
5
4
3
4
4
4
5

ft
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
5
4
5
4
4
5
5

12

73

74

15

16

4
4
4
4
5
4
3
5
3
5
4
5
4
5
4
4

2
2
4
2
3
4
1
4
1
5
5
4
1
1
1
1

3
4
5
4
5
5
3
5
-1
4
3
3
3
5
5
5

3
4
5
4
4
5
3
5
4
5
3
4
4
4
5
5

4
5
5
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
4
5
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Isuues

Survey

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

g

10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
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17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

5
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

4
4
5
5
5
5
3
5
3
5
3
3
4
4
5
5
5

4
4
5
4
4
5
3
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
5
5
5
4
4
5
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

3
4
4
4
5
5
3
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
5
4
4

3
4
5
4
5
5
3
5
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5

4
4
5
5
5
5
3
4
4
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
3

4
5
5
4
4
5
3
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5

9.3 Profile of the Companies
Companies that were interviewed usually are perceived as innovative firms, due
the kinds of products and process developed. All of them have a department of
Research and Development and most usually, the CTO had responded the
survey. In some firms, survey had passed through different departments. The
kind of industries who responded, were:
•

Communications

•

Internet Service Providers

•

Electric equipment

•

Construct equipment

•

Beverages

•

Chemistry components

•

Paints

•

Automobile industry
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11 APPENDIX
OTheta

.. Outer residual covariance
MKT1

MKT1
MKT2
MKT3
MKT4
MKT5
TEC6
TEC7
TECS
TEC9
TEC10
FORTH
PORT 12
PORT 13
PORT 14
PORT 15
PORT 16
GEO17
GEO18
GE019
GEO20
SAL21
SAL22
SAL23
SAL24
MARKET
TECHNOLO
PORTFOLI
GEOGRAPH
VOLUME O

0..722
-0..018
-0..386
-0..156
0..272
-0..027
0..087
-0..180
0..041
0..088
0..117
-0..077
0..052
0..051
0 ..025
-0..154
0..093
0..171
-0..197
-0..074
-0..077
-0..034
0..178
-0,.020
0..000
-0..156
-0..003
-0..186
-0..222

1MKT2
0..403
-0..078
-0..102
-0..206
-0..057
0..121
0..103
0..077
-0..247
0..033
0..020
0..322
-0..032
-0 .145
-0 .030
-0 .032
0 .065
-0 .051
0 .031
-0 .028
0 .107
0 .025
-0 .096
0 .000
-0 .045
-0 .078
-0 .110
-0 .111

MKT3

0..543
-0..067
-0..262
0..071
-0..078
0..249
-0..205
-0..031
-0..251
0..200
-0..202
0..044
0 .165
-0 .045
-0 .046
-0 .106
0 .133
0 .011
0 .031
-0 .062
0 .031
0 .019
0 .000
0 .095
0 .102
0 .397
0 .242

1MKT4

0..248
-0..072
-0..061
-0..034
-0..045
0..041
0..106
0..096
-0..076
0 .017
-0 .066
-0 .051
0 .092
0 .025
-0 .058
0 .065
-0 .053
0 .032
0 .029
-0 .091
0 .004
0 .000
0 .101
0 .015
-0 .075
0 .113

MKT5

0..536
0..093
-0..050
-0 .267
0 .094
0 .105
0 .065
-0 .123
-0 .181
0 .048
0 .011
0 .066
-0 .009
0 .035
-0 .082
0 .091
-0 .004
-0 .066
-0 .061
0 .101
0 .000
-0 .126
-0 .070
-0 .158
-0 .223

TEC6

0 .289
0 .010
-0 .148
-0 .117
-0 .068
0 .122
0 .018
-0 .193
-0 .065
0 .144
-0 .080
-0 .021
-0 .003
-0 .023
0 .072
0 .079
0 .040
-0 .049
-0 .063
-0 .004
0 .000
-0 .029
-0 .044
-0 .083

TEC7

0..402
-0..209
-0..002
-0..183
0..045
0..032
-0..020
0..162
-0..213
0..014
0..096
-0..077
-0,.091
0..124
-0,.011
-0 .033
0 .020
0 .027
-0 .134
0 .000
-0 .056
-0 .059
-0 .109
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OTheta

.. Outer residual covariance
TECS

TECS
TEC9
TEC10
FORTH
PORT 12
PORT 13
PORT14
PORT15
PORT 16
GEO17
GEO18
GEO19
GEO20
SAL21
SAL22
SAL23
SAL24
MARKET
TECHNOLO
PORTFOLI
GEOGRAPH
VOLUME O

156

0. 620
-0. 096
-0. 154
-0. 231
-0..052
0..102
0. 032
0. 222
-0. 126
-0..247
0.,097
0.,157
-0..041
-0..042
0..059
0..088
-0..079
0..180
0..000
-0..007
0..310
0..292

TEC9
0..341
-0..154
0..032
-0 .013
0..325
-0..122
-0..115
0..055
0 .046
-0..022
0..069
-0..144
-0 .028
-0 .031
-0..132
0..127
-0..018
0 .000
-0 .010
-0 .167
-0..017

TEC10

0..604
0..013
0 .016
-0..233
0..029
-0..063
0..152
0 .136
0..004
-0..128
0..003
-0 .007
-0 .042
0..102
-0..016
-0..032
0 .000
0 .110
-0..019
-0..080

FORTH

0..543
-0..302
-0..056
-0..078
0..041
-0..158
0..152
0..099
-0..201
-0..047
-0..050
0..173
-0..228
0..007
0..054
-0..043
0..000
-0..166
-0..252

PORT 12

0 .595
0 .074
0 .047
-0 .136
-0 .083
-0 .024
-0 .065
0 .035
0 .075
0 .209
-0 .173
0 .247
-0 .128
-0 .302
-0 .045
0 .000
-0 .129
-0 .022

PORT13

0..725
-0..220
-0..196
0..033
-0..058
-0..014
0..199
-0..215
0..039
0..061
-0..073
-0..041
0..046
0.,041
0.,000
-0.,217
0.,080

PORT 14

0..354
-0..094
-0..125
-0..026
0..018
-0..132
0..223
-0 .003
-0..091
0..172
-0..014
-0..073
-0..074
0..000
0..130
-0..065

OTheta

.. Outer residual covariance
PORT15

PORT 15
PORT 16
GE017
GEO18
GEO19
GEO20
SAL21
SAL22
SAL23
SAL24
MARKET
TECHNOLO
PORTFOLI
GEOGRAPH
VOLUME O

0..470
-0..247
-0..097
0..077
0..090
-0..121
-0..051
0..032
0..016
-0..004
0..135
-0..044
0..000
0..160
0..141

PORT16
0..560
0..066
-0..133
0..064
0..003
-0..055
0..004
-0..142
0..118
0..052
0..166
0..000
0..017
0..077

GEO17

0..355
-0..009
-0 .178
-0..212
-0..029
-0 .062
-0..045
0..105
-0..042
-0..049
0..082
0 .000
-0..066

GEO18

0..193
-0..181
0..014
-0..013
0..058
0..068
-0..086
0..075
-0..060
0..005
0..000
-0..080

GEO19

0 .403
-0 .117
0..018
-0 .025
-0 .057
0..044
0 .020
0 .059
-0 .045
0 .000
0 .251

GEO20

0..473
0..031
0 .043
0..054
-0..094
-0 .085
0..066
-0..054
0 .000
-0..187

SAL21

0..233
-0..037
0..007
-0..131
-0,.088
-0..055
-0..044
-0..127
0..000
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OTheta

.. Outer residual covariance
SAL22

SAL22
SAL23
SAL 2 4
MARKET
TECHNOLO
PORTFOLI
GEOGRAPH
VOLUME O
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0.172
-0.142
-0.052
0.172
0.121
0.057
0.034
0.000

SAL23
0.490
-0.161
-0.162
-0.141
-0.069
-0.082
0.000

SAL24

0.235
-0.005
0.008
0.018
0.104
0.000

MARKET

1.000
0.799
0.841
0.737
0.765

TECHNOLO

PORTFOLI

GEOGRAPH

1.000
0.891
0.692
0.776

1.000
0.757
0.745

1.000
0.732

